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KENTUCKY CERTIFIED CITY

25 CENTS

—News In Brief
Judge rejects conflicting claim;
Atocha treasure rights to Fisher
KEY WEST. Fla. iAPi — A federal judge has dissolved a
rival's claim and extended the rights of Mel Fisher and his
Treasure Salvors Inc. to -treasure from the Sunken SpaniZ
,11
galleon Nuestra Senora de Atocha.
The, verbal ruling on Wedriesday dissolved an overlapping
claim by rival treasure salvor Richard Lightner, owner of Pro.
methean Adventures and Ocean Recovery of Key West.
Lightner claimed to have discovered another ancient but
unidentified wreck near the Atocha, which sank in a hurricane in
September 1622 while carrying gold and silver from Havana 'to
Spain.
He was seeking rights to the area overlapping Fisher's claini
about 40 miles off Key West where he said he has retrieved inv.,.
silver coins, some ballast and rigging.
But U.S. District Court Judge Sidney Aronovitz ruled that
"there is simply no identifiable wreck. "He is doing nothing but
attempting to come in on the Atocha wreck site," the judge said
of Lightner.
The order reaffirmed that earlier finds by Fisher. including
nine bronze cannon and silver bars, were part of the'Atocha's
cargo and had been scattered on the sea bed.
The judge extended Treasure Salvors' exclusive rights to the
area for three years. He also granted a modification and expansion of the search area.
•
Lightner's attorney. Robert Parks of Miami, said he had not
diScuSsed an appeal with his client, but added that such action
Was,unlikely.
After .searching for 16 years. Fisher's
divers found the•cargo
hold of the Ato,ha on July O. The gold and silver aboard the ship
has an estimated worth of $400 million, based more on its
historical value than on the market price of precious metals
Aronovitz also ordered court officers to find a neutral party
who will develop a plan to inventory and catalogue the treasure
and ordered the I'S. Marshals Service to take steps to improve
security around the site

Elsewhere...
By Thp Amoocialled Prem.

„JOHANNESBURG.South Africa
,
Bishop Desmond Tutp says
he will defy the government's ban on group funerals for riot vie tiMs'and attend oUtdoor services today. Clergymen predict that
the ban on one of blacks' last legal forms of protest against white
rule Will mean more violence.
DUNNOTTAK. ,South Africa — Detective Sgt. Joel Msibi
stayed when rioters first firebombed his eight-room home -in
February. He stayed after the second attack in May. But after
the the third attack in June. Msibi joined hundreds of other black
policemen who have moved with their families to safety in near
by white towns.
WASHINGTON — Like a dam bursting, Congress is giving final
approval to a flood of legislation, adopting billions of dollars in
money bills, sanctions against South Africa and another fragile
compromise on a deficit-fighting budget.
WASHINGTON — Defense Secretary Caspar Weinberger says
Salvadoran troops aided hy U.S. intelligence retaliated against
guerrillas for the June 19 murders of six Americans. but.a
Salvadoran army official questions the account.
•
HELSINKI. Finland — Despite their differences over nuclear
weapons and human rights, the United States and Soviet Union
made headway on an agenda for the November summit between
the two •superpowers. The summit dominates U.S. Secretary of
State George P. Shultz's meeting with Eduard A. Shevardnadze.
the new Soviet foreign minister.
WASH!\GTO% — It's not a cure, but medical progress against
AIDS is beivg reported in at least one area: testing for people
Who have been exposed and might Spread the.deadly -disease
through blood donations.
JUNEAU. Alaska — A confident Gov. Bill Sheffield said
-things look good." and all but declared that impeachment'proceedings against him will be dropped over his role in negotiating
a state office lease.
WASHINGTON — Law enforcement officers are poised to raid
marijuana fields across the nation Monday, sources report, and
federal drug officials say they may face "dynamite, booby traps.
fishhooks hung at eye level, attack dogs and guns."
NICOSIA. Cyprus — A bomb hidden in a garbage heap on a
downtown Tehran sidewalk exploded, killing three people and
wounding 17, the official Iranian news agency reported.
WASHINGTON — Senate investigators, admonished not to leak
sensitive information, are getting limited cooperation from the
Justice Department and FBI in a subcommittee inquiry on why
Teamster president Jackie Presser was not prosecuted, sources
said.
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MISS
YOUR PAPER!
Subscribers who hove not
received their home-delivered
copy of Th. Murray latigsir IL
Timis. by 5:30 p.m. Monday.
Friday or by 3:30 p.m. Saturday
ore urged to call 733-1916 bet
ween 5:30 p.m. and 6 p.m.,
Monday through Friday, or
3:30 p.m. and- 4 p.m. Saturdays. Offic• Hours — 8 a.m.-3
p.m. Monday thru Friday.
•.m.-12 p.m. Saturday

\\'SUNNY
It'll become mostly' clear
tonight and turn cooler with a
low in the nyid 60s and Winds
will be light from the
northeast.
Skies will be mostly sunny
Friday with lower humidity
and highs in the mid 80s.
IP

Extended Forecast
The extended forecast for
Saturday through Monday
calls for fair and warm conditions.

11HE: LE%
• Kentucky Lake
Barkley Lake

s

Bulldozer driver C.D. Morris (far left) walks along what will
soon be a two-mile long gravel road. Flanking him on the right is

Floyd Renfro and Calloway County Judge-Executive George
Weaks.
use( Photo. b Ke‘in Bowden

County roads, bridges get overhaul
By KEVIN-BOWDEN
Staff
. Writer
•
.
. .
County roads and bridges
have undergone major renova-.
tion work this summer, according to Calloway Judge Executive George Weaks, and
by the end of this month,
Calloway County should only
have two wooden bridges with
plans being made to replace
those two bridges with steel
structures.
The replacement of a fourth of
seven bridges in Calloway County is expected by this weekend,
said Weaks.
The fourth bridge, located
about six miles southwest,of
Murray on Brandon Road off
U.S. 641. is scheduled to besompleted by this weekend With the
help of a new piece of equipment
recently purchased by the county — an 684,000 Case: Cruz-Air
Excavator.
Kenny Erwin, on the backhoe, is busy clearing the way for the construction of this bridge
. The bridges, in addition to belocated about two miles north of Hazel in Calloway County. Waiting on one of the concrete suping converted from wood to steel
ports are from,telt) Bob Waters. Tony Benke, and Craig perry. The bridge is the fourth of seven
and concrete, are also being
bridges in the county to be changedfrom wooden structiires to steel and concrete bridges.
widened in order to accomodate
farm equipment. The cost of
each of the bridges is approx- available to caliowa.y t..ounty oy
Money for the bridge projects money is. also being used to
imately $3-4.000, according to the State Highway Department'. is- being allocated from the upgrade and
lay new roads in
Weaks, who added that steel for which, has helped keep the cost----county's road fund, said Weaks.
the bridges has been made of materials down.
.ont'd on page o)
who explained that road fund (C

Littlejohn's case filed; will be heard
differed from.that of Jones' and
By MELINDA WIGGINTON
the trial court's.
Staff Writer
Jones said the whole case has
The case of Linda Littlejohn
never been tried, because
versus the Calloway County
though Ms. Littlejohn presented
School Board has been filed to be
her entire case in the U.S.
heard by the U.S. Supreme
District Court for western KenCourt. according to Don Jones.
tucky. Jones declined to present
school board attorney.
a case for the board.
"This type of case should be
heard because, in my judg- *, Instead, he addressed a point
ment," said Jones, "the (6th /of law. He argued that even if,
for the sake of argument, her
1.• S Circuit Court of Appeals
story were true. no constitu- _
went beyond the parameters of
tional right had been violated.
the right of privacy."
The trial court granted Jones'
Their interpretation of the law

request for a directed verdict
against Ms. Littlejohn. and ruled that she failed to prove her
case. The court held that school
Superintendent Jack Rose's had
"qualified immunity" from being sued for official decisions
Made in his capacity as school
superintendent.
Ms. Littlejohn had appealed to
the U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals, whose three-judge panel
disagreed with Jones and the
trial court, and ruled that Littlejohn be granted a new trial in

the U.S. District Court.
A stay on the Circuit Court's
mandate was granted before
Jonesfiled for action by the U.S.
Supreme Court. That means the
District Court's decision will remain the status quo until further
action is Aaken.
Ms. Littlejohn. was a fifthgrade teacher for two years,
when, she says. that Superintendent Jack Rose and the county
school board declined to hire her
because she was going through a
divorce in 1982.

State, county report fewer major crimes
Kentucky's serious-crime rate
appears to be on a downward
trynd. According to recent
figures released by State Police
Commissioner ,Morgan, T.
Elkins, 4,539 fewer serious
crimes were repdrted during
1984— a drop of 4.1 percent over
1983 figures
Property thefts tburglaries,
larcenies, and auto thefts peaked in 1080 and hit've steadily
declined. ':When theft of property goes down," .Elkins states. ,
"the overall crime rate declines
because.theft represents 90 percent of the serious crimes

57 vehicle thefts.
improvement in the state't
reported."
Calloway County Sheriff economy normally results in
Arrests were made in close to
David Balentine Said Ms"dep'art: related decrease's in property • 20 percent of those crirries. in
Calloway County durbig the
ment also reported fewer pro- thefts but declined to provide
perty crimes in 1984 and more
same period of time.
any rationale for the upsurge in
rape and assault.
aggravated atisaults.
Statewide law enforcement
"Violent crimes are unpredic"The actual number of cases
agencies reported 240 murders,
we opened were down." he said. table because 'they are often
804 rapes. 2,545 robberies. 6,453
Balentine ,noted his office's ar- precipitated by passion and
aggravated assaults, 28,378
rest record was rfp-innT9R4'Over -e-rn otional -aft nifittrt •"`-fie—"tirrivillfer"62,353
'6.518 auto thefts. 1953.
explained."
•
Statewide arrests for thoise
Bill McDougal. with the MurStatistics for perious crimes
reported in Calloway County in
ray police department. said city
crimes totaled 25.497, or 12 perpolice resords reflect the same
cent of the total 107,291 cases. 1984 reveal that Mere were two
patterns as those of the state
murders, four rapes, four robForty-one narcotic • arrests
police.
•
beries. 60 aggravated assaults.
Elkins indicated that overall 219 burglaries. 462 larcenies and
(Cont'd on page 5)
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Back-To- School Sale
25%
off
Kids' outerwear.

,

It's all on sale!
Get them ready for winter
and save 25% now This is
just a sampling of all you'll
find in store

dling up in her "hearty" poplin
jacket. With snap-off hood,
heart pockets and print knit
inner vest. Polyester/cotton,
warmly interlined
Little girls' sizes 4 to 6X.

Sale 31.50
- Reg. $42. He'll keep out the
cold with this Credentials*
bomber jacket of polyester/
cotton poplin that's warmly
interlined.
Big boys' sizes S,M,L,XL.
Not shown:
Reg. Sale
Toddlers' nylon jacket,
sizes 2T-4T
$23 17.25
Big girls' poplin
jacket, sizes 7-14 $33 24.75
Little boys' chintz
jacket, sizes S,M.L$32 24.00

25%
off
Every dress
for all of her
school days
Dresses, dresses. for all the
girls. All..on sale. Here's a
sampling, We've lots more in
store. All 25% off.

Sale 974

25% off

Reg. 12.99. Little girls' backbutton dress with a dainty
eyelet collar and tie bow. It's
one of several charming
styles in store. Assorted.
plaids of polyester/cotton.
Sizes 4 to 6X.

Subjects for class and after
Sale $9 Reg. $12. Her pet pick, our Fox vest in a super shaker
stitch_ Acrylic knit in solid colors. Big girls' sizes S.M,L.
Little girls' plaid blouse in sizes 4 to 6X, Reg. $8 Sale $6
Sale 13.99 Reg 20 00 Leoz-}eaclassiochoicelor schcialand-- play in prewashed cotton denim. Big girls' sizes 7 to 14.
Sale $9 Reg $12 Hell go for a henley-styie top from The Foie! Polyestericotton knit in a variety of stripes. Big boys' sizes 8 to 20.
Little boys' Fox* top in sizes.4 to 7. Reg. $10 Sale 7.50
.
Prep boys' Fox* top in sizes ML,L.XL. Reg. $12 Sale $9
Sale 12.99 Reg. 14 9‘.' Levi's* jeans with that famous fit. In prewashed cotton denim. Big boys' sizes 8 to 14, regular and slim.
Little boys' Levi's* in sizes 4 to 7, Reg. 11 99 Sale 9.99
Prep boys' Levi's* in waist sizes 25 to 30. Rsil 5 gc,ASale 13.99

SI lb.

Ii

7.99

Ladies' shirts at
25% to 40% off.
Ong $12 and $15 Be.iuttul pialds or
vester blends
•• IQ •

Special 1r)(19
Buy
L.0
Men's sportshirt
from Sergio Valente
ong sleeve
woven Paid shirt Assorted plaids

Sale
8.99
Leather handbags,
your choice.
Ong $II. Large assortment of fine ieatne•
ibags in a- varief',.of stv`es and colors
rw,

Sale 2P7
Save on trim bras.
Choose rOr" three stres of bras including
back and ironic °sures Nyionespandex in
oromr s sizes

Reg. 13.99. Big girls' dress
takes a bow at is crisp white
eyelet collar. Has ruffle
• cuffs, a vinyl belt. There's
also a very pretty V-collar
style in store. Polyester/
cotton, in assorted plaids.
Sizes 7P to 12.

Save 25%
Our Par Four rates an A-plus
Sale 9.75 Reg. $13. The saddle-shoulder shirt is sure to make the
grade. Comes in an exciting curriculum of solid colors. Polyester/
cotton interlock knit. Men's sizes S,M,L,XL.
Sale $12 Reg. $16. Sporty, sprightly and spirited-the stripepatterned knit shirt is in a class by itself. Cotton/polyester in lots
of colorful combos. Men's sizes S,M,L,XL.
Sale 20.25 Reg. $27. The belted twill slacks win top honors for
their terrific tailoring. :Like Ban-Rol ® waistband and french fly for
smooth appearance. Solid colors with coordinating leathertabbed belt. Polyester/combed cotton. Men's waist sizes .19-42.

25% off
Par Four parts to pair
Take your favorite course: Par Four* current classics In cotton
and polyester blends, or ramie/cotton blend.
Reg. Sale
Misses' shaker knit pullover
$30 22.50
Misses'betted pleat-front skirt
124- /11.00 -Misses' or petites' plaid shirt
$20 15.00
Wo en's plaid shirt
$23 17.25
Bel ed twill pants in misses', petites' or women's sizes
$26 19.50

Don't Forget the JCPenney
Sidewalk Sale this Friday
and Saturday.
Open 9 a.m.-9 p.m. both days

Great values both
inside and outside!
Fall and Winter Catalog
__---Get.the best of the season!or just Sa Over.1300
pages of fashions for home and family Sporting
gbOds. electronics, housewares-, more- Plus a

Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
Murray, Ky. 42071
Officer759-1400
Catalog: 7590080
Open: 9 6.m.-9 p.m., Mon.-Sat.
12:30-5:30, Sun.
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PERSPECTIVE
National park system
in trouble

garrott's galley

Our national parks are impaired at least .100 days a
under siege. Overcrowding. year because of dirty 'air.
Air pollution. Urban encroachPoaching — the illegal
ment. Poaching. Off-road ve- stealing of plants, animals and
hicles. AU pose threats.
historic artifacts and the
The explosion of visitors is slaughtering of wildlife — is a
apparent. Anybody who has persistent problem. The envisited the valley of Califor- croachment of private develnia's Yosemite National Park opers on lands adjoining park
in summer knows the frustra- lands is. pervasive, severely
tion. Anybody expecting to affecting the historic scene at
find a campsite in one of the some national shrines.
more popular parks only to
Off-road vehicles are dediscover upon arrival that all stroying the ecosystems of
are taken knows the irritation. some national beaches, primaA glut of humanity, espe- rily along the Atlantic and
cially in the peak summer vaGulf coasts. Even minimal use
cation season, is. an intrusion
affects the natural habitat.
threatening the quality of the
Limiting the access of priindividual park visitor's expe- vate
vehicles to the most poprience. The same masses ular
national parks and substithreaten the parks' resources. tuting
controlled bus or tram
The other threats are insidi- service
could ease overcrowdous, not readily apparent, but ing.
Requiring advance reserjust as ominous.
vations for camping in all naA polluted atmosphere tional parks
could reduce visidamages and, in some in- tor frustrati
ons.
stances, kills plants and trees.
Acquisition of private land
Monuments and statues are holdings
within present park
being marred by acid rain. boundari
es and the purchase
Dirty air limits a visitor's visi- of additiona
l land as buffer
bility in some parks. zones around certain parks
It will cost an estimated $2 could alleviate
urban , enmillion to repair the pitting croachme
nt. Acquisition of
and discoloration that acid new
parklands must be conrain has caused to the monu. •sidered.
ments at Gettysburg (Pa.) Na-.
tional Military Park, a Civil
Off-road 'vehicles must be
War battle site. The Washing- prohibited from any national
ton Monument in Washington. park or beach where ecosysD.C., could be seen on a clear tems are endangered.
day from one point (about 60
Air and water pollution are
miles away) in Shenandoah a national crisis, not just a
(Va.) National Park when the menace to the national park
park was designated in 1926. system. They require a continToday.? The view of the next uing national cleanup effort.
mountain ridge sometimes is
Solutions to what may seem
obliterated by the polluted air. monumental problems will be
To view the awesome magni- costly and will require sacrifficence of the Grand Canyon is ices. The federal government
a breathtaking and memora- and we, as citizens, will have
ble experience. Yet, that full to decide whether our national
experience is denied some of park system is worth protectus, as visibility is seriously ing and preserving.

looking back
Ten years ago
Retired U.S. Congressman.
Frank Albert Stubblefield and
Cathy Cole, first woman president of Student Government at
Murray State University in
history, were sworned in today
as the newest members of the
MSU Board of Regents.
The annual Murray Sidewalk
Sale started this morning
despite the rain.
Susan Conde Wilburn,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Kennedy Wilburn of Louisville,
and Dr. William Glen Hart, son
of Dr. and Mrs. James Coleman
Hart of Murray. were married
at First Unitarian_ Church,
Louisville.
The Nats, sponsored by
American Legion Post 73. captured the crown of Girls Softball
League this year. Gene Garfield
and Greg Garfield are coaches.
A Farm and Garden Tractor
Pull, sponsored by Calloway
County Chapter of Future
Farmers of America, will be
held Aug. 2 at Murray-Calloway
County Jaycee Fairgrounds.
Twenty years ago
Bernard C. Harvey has resigned as administrator of Murray.
Calloway County Hospital after
8% years here. He has accepted
another position at Harrison,
Ark.
Ray B. Brownfield, vice president of Peoples Bank, announced that the bank will let a contract next week for expansion of
Its main
_ office
. building at Fifth
_

and Main Streets. R.W. Key is
the architect.
Jimmy Armbruster, Bob Stubblefield, Lloyd Weatherly and
Ricky Brunner of Explorer Post
45 are spending two weeks at
Philmont Ranch in New Mexico.
Mildred Hatcher, associate
professor of English at Murray
State College, has been appointed a regional judge for National Council of Teachers of
English Achievement Awards
Program for 1965.
Thirty years ago
Immunizations for second
polio shot are now being given at
the Calloway County Health
Center and at various schools in
the city and county.
Seventy members of new
county-wide Murray Hospital
Auxiliary, organized by Murray
Woman's Club, met for a second
time on July 28. Mrs. H.T.
Waldrop presided. Mrs. G.B.
Scott is secretary-treasurer.
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Chambers,
Mr. and Mrs. Cleo Grogan, Mr.
and Mrs. John Cunningham and
C.O. Bondurant, area agent in
farm management, attended annual meeting of Tennessee
Valley Association of TextDemonstration Families at Muscle Shoals, Ala.
Shirley Joyce Chiles, daughter
of Dr. and Mrs. H.C. Chiles of
Murray, will appear as piano
soloist with the Murray State
College Orchestra in a concert
tonight at MSC. Richard Farrell
is director of the orchestra.
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Believe it or not, two more stories
of four-legged golf ball snatchers
Ken Winters has come up with
Ralph Morris family and his
another story of a golf ballmother, Mrs. Maurelle Morris.
snatching fox. He holds up his
They still live there. It was her
right hand when he tells it,
parents' homeplace and where
although he emphasizes that it
she grew up. With the exception
was told to him.
of a few years when she lived in
It was Ken, you may
Ohio, Mrs. Morris has lived
remember, who told us about
there for more than 60 years.
the red fox, which, on two occaRalph was two years old when
sions, ran off with his golf ball
his father died.
recently-at the Paris Landing,
• • •
Tenn., course. As a sequel to
When the country club was in
that story, here's his latest.
Its infancy4 little white balls —
This is said to have happened
bouncing and rolling across the
at the Marion course in Critcountryside — were something
tenden County, where Ken grew
new, especially to one of Mrs.
up. A fox had been sighted on the
Morris's playful dogs. She
Marion course frequently, but as
doesn't remember which one.
far as anyone knew it had not
Anyway, this little dog liked to
bothered any golf balls.
lie in the bushes beside the road
Then someone decided to try
and just behind the green. When
to find its den, and went looking
golfers would play up to it, he
for it in woods near the area
would dash out, grab a ball in his
where most often the fox had
teeth and take it back across the
been seen. It didn't take them
road to the safety of the Morris'
long to find the den. They began
yard before he would put it
to dig into it,expecting to find
down.
some fox pups.
One day, Woodfin was playing
Instead, they found 38 golf
In a foursome with Gingles
balls.
Wallis, Charles Sexton and Ed
• • •
West, all of whom are now
Then my good friend, Woodfin
deceased. As he hit his ball up to
Hutson, came up with a similar
the fourth green, out of the
story, although the culprit is this
bushes dashed the little dog. He
case was a dog.
scooped the ball up in his mouth
This happened during the earand dashed hack across the road
ly days of the Murray Country
to the Morris' yard. There he ppt
Club when it was just a nine-hole
it down and dropped down by it.
course. The fourth green,
A few minutes later, Woodfin
however, was right where it is
had walked over there, and with
today, in the southwest corner of
no difficulty retrieved his ball.
the course and within a couple
"But," he exclaimed gi recallhundred feet of Johnie Robert- ing the story,"do you
know what
son Road.
Gingles wanted to do? He
Just across the road lived the
wanted me to take a two-stroke

penalty because my ball went
out of bounds!"
• • •
It always is fun to have friends
from years past and who have
since moved away to stop by to
visit. Such was the case the
other day when Wilson Woolley
and his pretty wife, Carla,
caught me just finishing mowing
the yard.
Wilson worked with me for a
number of years as a
photographer in the information
office when the two of us were at
Murray State. Then he went into
the photography business for
himself up on Main Street.
Then he was with TVA for a
while as an official
photographer before joining a
wood preservation firm at Griffin, Ga.
Today, though, he lives in
Memphis, and is advertising
director for W.M. Barr & Company, manufacturers of paint
removers and chemical
specialties for the paint
Industry.
They make and package wood
preservatives, stains, specialty
cleaning products, hand
cleaners, furniture care and
refinishing products, wood floor
restoration materials, brass
refurbishers, solvents, thinners
and fuels as well as products for
the automotive, agri-chemical
and electronic industries.
They also do private labeling
of liquid chemicals and aerosols
for Klean-Strip, Gillespie, Barco
and King brands. You see 'em
around on store shelves.

business mirror

NEW YORK (AP) —
Everyone knows that federal income tax rates have been cut in
recent years, that inflation has
weakened, that jobs have
become more plentiful and that
incomes have'risen.
But they still ask: Where does
all the money go?
It goes to Social Security, for
one thing.
In 1970, the Social Security tax
was 4.8 percent of the first $7,800
of income, or a maximum of just
$374. In 1985, it is 7.05 percent of
the first $39,600 of earnings, or a
maximum of $2,792.
According to the Conference
Board, that ubiquitous nonprofit researcher of ernomic
and business facts, Social
Security taxes make bp 60 percent of total federal taxes paid
by low-income families.
Those higher on the pay scale
fare relatively better, even if
they put more cash into the pot.
Social Security makes up 37 percent of federal taxes paid by
moderate-income families, -and
13 percent of taxes paid by highIncome earners.
There's no letup in sight
either. Under their
"intermediate" assumption,
Social Security trustees say that
7.05 percent will rise to 11.5 percent in the year 2030. Under the
"pessimistic" assumption it will
hit 17.5 percent.
The currect phrase to use,
therefore, is that federal INCOME taxes have been cut.
Understand that and you might
better understand where your
money goes.
Taxes alone don't solve the
mystery. Debts too contribute to
the siphoning off of funds. The
household sector today holds
$2.3 trillion of debt, about 16 percent greater than the total of
federal, state and local
governments.
According to Continental
Bank of Chicago, household debt
represents 35.5 percent of total
domestic non-financial debt. If
that sounds complicated, just
remembers this: It was only 30
percent in these golden days of
the early 19608.
More significant, says Continental, which learned some
tough lessons about credit, having been forced to reorganize
because of some uncollectible
loans, oustanding • household
liabilities this year reached 72
parcent of income.
That's a record. It's also one
of those things that sneaks up on
families, producing- a drain on
available funds and leading to
that pervasive question: Whet*
is all the money going?
Interest rates — though lower
— remain high, relative to Many
earlier 'periods in the lives of
heads of households. It is
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It was good seeing Wilson
again. He and Carla, who he met
while working in the state of
Washington, have been living in
Griffin for some time. With his
company having plants ani:1
distributors in all sections of the
country, he did a lot of traveling.
But, in his new job with Barr,
most of that is a thing of the
past. Today, they are building a
new home out near the Germantown section of Memphis and expect to be in it soon.
Both are looking forward to
the Murray-Memphis State football game down there on Sept. 14
and two weeks later being in
Murray for Homecoming
• • •
I have just 'been privileged to
see an advance copy of the 1985
Murray State football pressbook
as put together by Craig
Bohnert, who is in his second
year out there as sports information director.
It's a super job, a real credit to
the university and reflecting a
"big time" image. I particularly
liked the cover by athletic artist
Jon Michael Siau of Evansville.
It's a "victory" cover and pictures Head Coach Frank
Beamer being carried off the
field by his players, his arms
upraised in the victory sign.
Outlined in the clouds above
and seemingly held In his hands
Is a big, powerful-looking, white
thoroughbred.
It's a good change of pace.
that cover, but most of all, you
don't have any trouble making it
out.
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by john cunniff
especially true of credit-card
debt, which Americans have accepted as a way of life.
And don't forget inflation,
although many households do.
Some people who remembers
the agony of double-digit infla-

tion tend to feel that anything in
the single digits is tolerable. It
isn't always so.
Four percent inflation, for example, can do vast damage to
paychecks, savings, insurance
policies, pensions and the like.

While 4 percent is relatively low
it might also be insidious. It can, for example, cut fihancial assets in half in 18 years if
you don't work extra hard — at
least 4 percent harder, just to
stay where you are.

G'b Super d'o
Summer Sale
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Model AD9230T
HI-EFFICIENCY
SUPERTHRUST"
AIR CONDITIONER
Hi-efficiency. 7 7/7 6 EER
22.600/22.200 BTU 230/
208 volts, 12 8/14 1 amps
Energy Saver Switch Save
Energy Range Powerful
airflow system 10-position
thermostat 3 fan/3 cooling
speeds

All Air
Conditioners
Reduced For
Summer
Clearance

Model TIIXISKC
GLAMOROUS
GLASS SHELVES AND
ENERGY EFFICIENCY
17 7 cu ft • 5 01 Cu ft
freezer Sealed highhumidity pan helps keep
food fresh up to 15 days
Sealed snack pack Spacemaker door holds 6-packs
Textured doors, won't
show fingerprints
Optional icemaker

$598
FREE
Ice Cream
Maker.
Value '49"

Model DDE0580G
Model WWA5600G
AUTOMATIC DRYER WITH
3 DRYING SELECTIONS
Two cycles—permanent
press and regular timed
cycle up to 130 minutes
Three drying selections—
normal low and no heat
Removable up-front lint
filter

298

LARGE CAPACITY
LOW PRICED WASHER
Two cycles —redular and
permanent press Three
wash rinse temperature
combinations with energysaving cold water selections Soak cycle

378

MURRAY APPLIANCE
AND TV
Your General Electric Dealer In Murray
212 East Main Street -753-1586
Howard Coy & John Simmons—Owners

•
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Checkers enthusiasts from
across nation gather at lake
GILBERTSVILLE, Ky. AP )
— Checkers is not necessarily a
simple game for idle recreation,

ahead," said W.B. Grandjean,
Secretary- of the American
Checker Federation.

67 players from across the
United States and several
foreign countries. Ar*
The group has 1,200 members,
' You ask them and people
especially not for the players
who include experts in
say,'Why yes, I play checkers,'
who have gathered from across
mathematics and game theory.
but they really ddn't know what
the nation for a tournament this
"We are not a retired persons
they're talking about when the
week.
game," said H.L. Cravens Jr.,
play is'at this level."
"They are looking 35 moves
dean of the school of social
The federation's southern
ahead, where tile average persciences at Texas' Payne
regional tournament has drawn
son doesn't look one move
University. "That's a stereotype
and an unfair imake.
"Checkers can be enjoyed by
everyone from a small child to
the greatest intellect," he said.
Championship checkers is not
a fast game. Tournament matches usually involve four-game
sets, with players often taking
DONATION PRESENTED — Sid Easley, right,
the full six-hour time allowance.
president of NIurray-Calloway County Need Line
Church and Cooperative Ministry, Inc., accepts a
donation from Betty Lou Hill, vice president of Mur"We could never even comray Business and Professional Women. Offices
of the Need Line are at 209 Maple St.. Murray. This
pute the scope of possible
is
just one of the donations for civic and charitable projects
of the Nlurray BPW . The BP% will have its anmoves," Cravens said. "There
nual fund-raiser salad luncheon an Friday from 11
a.m. to 1:30 p.m. in Fellowship Hell of First Baptist
are moves made in every major
An early morning storm today
five customers affected in that
Church. Tickets at $3 per person will be availabl
e at the door.
tournament that have never
Staff photo by David Tuck
caused several power outages in
area was restored early this
been made before."
the city and county, according to
morning.
Elvis Cullen, a retired forest
representatives with the MES
"It was a very minor inciea tour for assault excluding
disorderly conduct, one for
ranger
from Cunningham, has
and WKRECC offices.
dent," said Underwood, explainaggravatedi, four for arson, 36 vagrancy, 201 for all other ofbeen
playing for half a century
Murray Electric System exing that lightning was suspected
for forgery and counterfeiting. fenses ( except traffic, and one
and owns about 40 books on
perienced only one power outage
in a blown transformer fuse in
179 for fraud, 12 for buying, runaway - making a total of 936
(Cont'd
from
checker
page 1)
s strategy. But he is still
about 3:30 a.m. today near 1104
that area.
receiving or possession of stolen
arrests for these offenses.
surprised sometimes by an opwere made in Calloway County
Mulberry Street, according to
property, 11 for vandalism, six
The West Kentucky Rural
ponent's move.
in 1984. Of the kinds of drugs usRon Underwood, plant
Calloway County sheriff's offor carrying, possession, etc. of
Electric Co-Operative Corporaed, two were opium or cocaine
superintendent. Underwood said
fice
operated with seven full"You'll have a game
weapons
, three for sex offenses
tion reported three power
and their derivatives, 32 were
that power to the approximately
time employees and seven fullmastered and some guy will
except
rape
and
prostitu
tion),
outages in Calloway County —
marijuana and seven were other
come up. with a move you've
16 for offenses against family, time officers. Murray city police
one south of Pleasant Grove
dangero
us flan-narcotic drugs.
department employed, fullnever seen before," he said.
233
for driving under the inChurch, another south of Lynn
Other arrests made in
time,
27 employees, 22 officers
Checkers is more complicated
fluence.
26 for -breaking liquor
Grove and a third just north of
Calloway County in 1984 includand five civilians.
than chess in one respect,
laws.
Aronken
for
113
neqg
49
for
the Taylor Seed Company.
Cravens said, that in checkers
Power to the approximately
only a king can move backward.
(Cont'd from page I)
250 customers affected by the
"One bad move against a good
the county.
checkers player and it's over,"
three power outages was also
One such road is located just
he said.
restored early today, according
east of Hazel off County Road
to a WKRECC dispatcher.
The key to being a great
893. A two-mile gravel road conplayer is simply practicing and
The early morning storm was
necting the county road to Ky.
gathering experience, Cravens
also responsible for crop
121 is expected to be completed
said.
Hrs. 8 a.m. - 8 p.m.
damage in the county, but Counwithin the next two weeks.
"No one becomes a great
ty Agent Ted Howard was
The two-mile long road will
player soon," he said. "There
unavailable for comment on the
'cost the county about $4-5,000,
are no child prodigies in
extent of the damage.
said Weaks.
checkers."

Some power outages
reported overnight by
. MES, WKRECC offices

Crime...

Overhaul...

CLASSIC FILM RENTAL
Inside Crass Furniture

No Membership Dues
Same Low Prices for
Everyone!

New Releases
Tomboy
After the Fall of New York
Mean Season
Strawberry Shortcake
Meets Berry Kins

New Titles
Midway
Tuff Turf
Runaway
Transformers

CRASS FURNITURE
103 S. 3rd St.

COUNTY RECEIVES $84,000 EXCAVATOR —
Calloway County Judge•Executive George Weaks
(far
right) smiles as he accepts the keys to the
Cruz-Air Excavator from Coleman McKeel,
of McKeel
Equipment Company. Also pictured, on McKeel'
s left, is Dan McKee].(on NIcKeel's right)
Clyde Hale
and Floyd Renfro. The excavator will he used
for roadwork in the county.
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Captain D's.

Try Our New Drive-Thru Service

• Mcleod's.,golden friedshrimp
• a yam brown bosh poppies
• creafflyode dew •crisplewd'fries
700 Main-Chestnut Hills .75T938ii
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MURRAY TODAY

Jo Burkeen

Kentucky '1, ision charital?le pR)ject started
The Kentucky' "Vision" Project, officially
known as Vision of
Vosh/Kentucky. Inc. is
a vision charity, sponsored by Kentucky's
Optometrists.
It is a tax-exempt,
non-profit charity,
designed to aid the
"working poor:' of 1Ken-

tucky. That is, people
who are not getting
medical assistance, do
not qualify for
Medicare, and cannot
afford health insurance.
When these people
have vision problems,
they cannot afford proper care and just let
them go. sometimeS

with tragic results.
tion of the United States
Many of Kentucky's falls into this category.
In the local area, Dr.
optometrists are
donating a full day of James Courtney and Dr.
their time in early James Byrn will be parAugust and one addi- ticipants at their _intional examination per dividual offices in
month to examine and' Murray',..
treat these people. It
As the pilot project for
has been estimated that.a probable national op23 percent of the popula- timetric charity, the
eyes of the nation are on
the Commonwealth of
Kentucky and the Kentucky "Vision" Project.
The Salvation Army
Days for the Price of 1
( doing all the screening), frame manufacturers, optical
laboratories and optometrists are all working together to make it a
success, a spokesman
said.
"If you are anyone
you know is having vision problems, you are
urged to contact the
local unit of The SalvaPickup Fri., bring back Mon.
tion Army or call tollfree 1-800-635-EYES,
The Kentucky "Vision"
Project," the project
spokesman said.

NO 3LIMIT SPECIAL

Rent all the movies
you want!
$3.00 Ea. Movie Rental
Non-Members
$2.50 Ea. Movie Rental
vtAembers
Weekend VCR Rental
Only $9.95

DATEBOOK
Tours are scheduled
Pennyrile Tours has two bus tours planned for
senior citizens and anyone desiring tos participate. One will be to historic Williamsburg,
Va., and the nation's capital. Washington, D.C.,
leaving Sept. 7 and returning Sept. 14. Another
will 6-e a trip to New England and surrounding
states, leaving Sept. 27 and returning Oct. 7. For
more information write Ruth Blackwood, Tour
Representative, Pennyrile Tours, 203 South
Eighth St., Murray, or call 753-2827.

Boosters plan meeting
The Murray High Athletic Boosters will meet
Tuesday, Aug. 6, at 7 p.m. in the University
Branch of the Bank of Murray. All members and
persons interested in athletics at the school are
urged to attend, according to Ben Hogancamp,
president.

Diabetes classes planned
Diabetes Education Classes will be Monday,
Aug. 5, and Tuesday, Aug. 20, at Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah. These classes are recommended for newly diagnosed diabetics or for
diabetics who would like to review the basics.
Family members are encouraged to attend. The
classes are held in the ground floor classroom
from 2 to 4 p.m. and 6 to 8 p.m., according to Sandra G. Shapiro RN, MS, Diabetes Educator at
Lourdes. Persons must register for the classes
by calling 1-444-2122.

7-Day VCR Rentals
Over 1350 Movie Titles
Sidewalk Sale
On 8-84) Grills
& Lawn Chairs

only $12.50

Happy Birthday
Tommy!

RENTAL SALES

From the Theatre
Employees!

CENTER

753-8201

WE'RE MOVING•••
And you won't need a map to
find our treasures!

We've
outgrown
our current
facilities so
we're expanding and m
ing next door.
We'll have...
A Larger Card Selection
v More Cameras
v More 14 Kt. Gold
v More Everything
And Now A Convenient
Drive Through Window
For Your Prescriptions

u "rivioliss
n

ROY'S
Discount

Mirnuy Ledger & Times'

editor

Church plans for event
A homemade ice cream supper will be at Martin's Chapel United Methodist Church on Saturday, Aug. 3, starting at 6 p.m. Ice cream and
cake will be served. Donations.will be taken for
the dessert servings. The public is invited to attend. a church spokesman said.

Dylan M. Wiggins born
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Wiggins, Rt.
1, Wingo,
are the parents of a son, Dylan Michael
, born on
Wednesday. July 24, at a hospital at
Fulton.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Sam
Mathis of
Sedalia and Mr. and Mrs. Billy Wiggins
of Water
Valley.

Sudduth finishes course Navy Fireman Recruit Kirk E. Sudduth, son of
Judy Fennell of Rt. 1, Murray. was graduated
from Basic Hull Maintenance Technician School.
During the 8-week course with Naval Damage
Control Training Center, Philadelphia. Pa.. Sudduth received instruction on the basics of
welding, pipefitting and metalsmithing. He also
studied the procedures used to favricate, install
and repair all types of shipboard structures,
plumbing and piping systems. A 1984 graduate of
Calloway County High School. he joined the
Navy in August 1984.
"Though familiarity may not breed contempt,
it takes the edge off admiration," according to
William Hazlitt, English essayist (1778-1830).

Douglass Homecoming planned
The 1 6th Gala
Douglass Homecoming

will be held Thursday, Aug. 8, 9 and 10, accorFriday and Saturday, ding to Dennis Jackson
,
chairman.
A performance by
Thru Thur
Hush will open _the
Open 8:00
events on Thursday at 7
p.m. in the auditorium
First Run In Murray
of Curris Center, Murray State University.
si-40 KOSUG1
On' Friday evening
INA ICIER_
sow
socializing and snacks
or
wrrM MIL 5 NOW
will be featured at
NINJA
Douglass Community
Center, North L.P.
Miller Street. Murray.
The Rev. Dennis
Ward of Oak Ridge,
Tenn., will be the
speaker at the dinner
from 6 to 8 p.m. on
Saturday at the Colonial
House Smorgasbord.
F rst Feature Re • eated Fri.-Sat.
A dance will follow the
It's not
Saturday dinner from 9
just a
p.m. to 1 a.m. at the
man's _OMB°
Curris Center, Murray
BETSY RUSSELL
world
State University.
JERRY DINOME
anymore. •C...
..vnotoorve
11••••••
The price for the dinner will be $7.50 per perBingo for Dollars Sunday Nite
son and for the dance
Jack Pot '120 +Two More Games will be $6 per person.
Tickets will be sold at
the Douglass Community Center on Friday.
Aug. 9, during the
socializing hours and on
Saturday, Aug. 10, from
10 a.m. to noon.
Coffee and doughnuts
will be available Saturday morning, Jackson
said.

MURRAY aTOflIf.

SPECIAL
NOTICE

The Murray Big John
store will be closed for
two days, Monday,
Aug. 5th, Tuesday,
Aug. 6th, to remerchandise and lower
prices. The new Big
John will open Wed. at
8:00 A.M. The store is
newly
remodeled
under new management and has a new
meat market manager.
Save money and come
to Big John's Grand
Opening, Wednesday,
Aug. 5th and SAVE
MONEY.

Hey, watch for Big
John Grand Opening
Ad
for
Valuable
Coupons.

The first wedding was
held in the White House
In Washington, D.C, in
1811, when James
Madison's sister-in-law
married a U.S. Supreme
Court justice.
DAILY
Bargain Matinees
Cheri & Cine
All Seats 52.00
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Music Star Madonna
doesn't like art film
NEW YORK (AP) —
Pop music star Madonna has gone to court to
fight use of her name in
a low-budget art film
described by its
producer-director as a
"new wave, Lower East
Side, post-punk" movie.
Madonna Ciccone was
only 19 when she costarred in "A Certain
Sacrifice," a $20,000,
hour-long production
shot in Super 8 by
produrcer-dtrector
Stephen Lewicki from
September 1979 to June
1981, and finally completed in 1984.
Madonna, who has
since appeared in two
commerical films, contends the movie would

harm her image. "The
story line - is dreadful,
the visual imagery is
hard to follow, and the
acting uneven. My performance was secondrate," she said.
Lewieki said his film
wouldn't hurt
Madonna's image
because it isn't pornographic and
"Madonna's image is
hardly saintly."
Madonna, who has
been featured in recent
Playboy and Penthouse
magazine nude photo
spreads, conceded that
she gave Lewicki permission to use her voice
and likeness, but "I did
not consent to the use of
my name."
ele

CLASS REUNION — Members of the 1965 class of Murray High
School held their 20-year reunion on Saturday, July 6. A breakfast was
held at the Murray Middle School, where the class had graduated when
Murray High School was there. The banquet was held at the Murray
Country Club. Pictured, from left, first row, Jan Jones Wilson, Janice
Wilkerson Howe, Trudy Lilly Gardner, Nancy Cowin Knight, Vicki
Ellis Hargrove, Nannette Solomon Kaiser, Pam Garland Underwood,
Jane Young Barnett, Linda Pocock Chaney; second row, John Ben•
nett, Carl Roberts; Paula Allbritten Holliday, Paulette Steele Reed,
Nancy Story White, Martha Odle Erwin, Carol Rolfe Boaz, Rebecca ,
Moore Grant, Jenna Tripp Bury, Betty Maynard Outland, Sheri

Outland • Pittman, Mary Voungerman Tidwell, Kathy Williams
Poland; third row, Fred Stalls, Ottis Jones, Beverly Goode Douglas,
Kay Hughes Bennett, Jennifer Smothers Spencer, Rhonda Vance
Deerington, Janis Johnson Dixon, Phyllis Flynn, Paulette Jones Reed,
Marilyn Hopkins Miller, Bill Adams; fourth row, Jimmy Nichols,
Larry Smith, Dan Jones, Dianne West McGarey, Twila Denton Lovett,
Gail Thurman Hendon, Carolyn Hendon Rehmus,Joe Ward; fifth row,
Don Blalock, Robert Forsee, Larry Garland, Mike Kuykendall, Joe
Pat Cohoon, Jerry Smith, John Sammons, Charlie Warren, Rick
Tidwell, Dana Roberson and Sammy Knight.

REVIVAL
West Fork
Baptist
Church
Aug. 4-Aug. 9
•

—Coming community events
Thursday, Aug. 1
The Single Connection
will meet at 7 p.m. in
third floor classroom,
Education Building,
First United Methodist
Church.
————
Mixed Doubles Tennis
will be played at 6:30
p.m. at Murray Country
Club.
————
AA and Al-Anon will
have closed meetings at
8 p.m. at First Christian
Church, Benton. For information call 753-0061,
762-3399, 753-7764 or
753-7663.
————
"Sing Out, Kentucky!" program will be
presented at 8 p.m. at
Lake Barkley State
Park.
————
Nickelodean 1985 program will be presented
at 8 p.m. at Kentucky
Dam Village
Auditorium.
————
Murray Women of the
Moose are scheduled to
meet at 8 p.m. at lodge
hall.
————
Murray Civitan Club
will meet at 7 p.m. at
Homeplace Family
Restaurant.
————
Free physical examinations for students
in athletics and
cheerleading at Murray
Middle School will start
at 6 p.m. at school gym.
————
Friday, Aug.2
Hazel and Douglas
Centers will be open
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
for activities by senior
citizens.
————
Mothers Morning Out
will be at 9 a.m. at First
Christian Church.
————
Paris Chapter of Full
Gospel Business Men's
Fellowship will meet at
6:30 p.m. at Avalon
Restaurant, Highway
79, Paris, Tenn. For information call
1-901-642-9142.

Sa‘te

Friday, Aug.2
Saturday, Aug.3
Twilight Golf will be Donations will be
at 5:30 p.m. at' Murray accepted.
Country Club.
————
Garage sale by
Salad luncheon by Humane Society of
Murray Business and Calloway County will be
Celebrate your birthday "on"Xis. Choose from
Professional Women from 8 a.m. to 3 p.m. at
our Birthday Dinners, or deduct $4.99 from any
will be served from 11 512 Whitnell. Any donaother menu item.
a.m. to 1:30 p.m. in tions for the sale may be
Fellowship Hall of First left Thursday or Friday.
Baptist Church.
•
————
— Birthday Dinners —
————
Dance featuring
•Chopped Sirloin
Birthday cakes at' minimal charge available upon
•Whitefish Fillet •Catfish
Greater Paducah music by Silver Creek
request.
Steak •Catfish Fillet
Area Chapter of Parents Band will be from 8 p.m.
Al we need le some proof of your bIrthdate
Without Panthers will to midnight at Murray
All served with salad bar, choice of potato and
meet at 8 p.m. at Moose Lodge.
hushpuppies
JayCee Building,
————
Paducah. For informaEvents in Land Bet• Hwy. 841 North Murray,
By
Open at 4 pm. Mon.-Sat 753-4141
tion call 489-2543- or ween the I.,akes include
1-674-5886.
Stream Stroll at 1 p.m.
at Woodlands Nature
AA and Al-Anon will Center; Puttin' Up Food
meet at 8 p.m. at J.U.
(Cont'd on page 8)
Kevil Center, South 10th
Street Extended,
Mayfield.
————
Pharmacy, &
Story Theatre will be
presented by Community Theatre at 8 p.m. at
Playhouse in MurrayCalloway County Park.
For information call
759-1752.
During l984, only 15 new drugs(as chemical
————
entities) were introduced in the United States.
Twilight Golf will be
This was the lowest number for any single year
played at 5:30 p.m. at
since I980, The U.S. Food and Drug AdminisOaks Country Club.
tration(FDA)—in response to growing concern
————
from consumers and drug manufacturers—has
Puppeteers of
issued new rules which may hasten the drug
Memorial Baptist
Prints Ready in 1 Hour!
approval process.
Church will present a
program at Piney CamCOUPON
Manufacturers desire to have their products
pground, Land Between
IReceiye Two Prints For I
available as quickly as possible in order to begin
the Lakes.
/I
recouping research costs. Consumers having
The Price of One
!
————
iwalth problems not responsive to available
Expires August 8, 1985
I
Games will be at 8
medicines are in agreement. And we all want
A (Limit One Coupon Per
p.m. at Murray Moose
new drug products to be thoroughly tested and
I Customer And One !
Lodge.
free of serious adverse effects such as birth
I
Coupon Per Roll)
————
defects.
"Sing Out, Ken2
day
service
on Black &
In the past it has taken an average of 19
tucky!" program will be
'months for the FDA to approve new chemical
at 8 p.m. at Kenlake
White processing, slide
entity applications. And no wonder. The typical
State Park.
film (E-6) processing and
application averages about 100,000 pages and is
————
not light reading. Regulations published this
Wallet size prints.
"My Fair Lady" will
year may reduce paperwork by as much as 70
be presented at 8 p.m. at
percent and take two int-inths off the application
Paducah Community
process. Other changes in the process involve
College Fine Arts
an improved reporting procedure for adverse
Theater.
cff, s
————

tutu

GOOd 1. pal

•

Kelvinator
Sensible, Dependable & Affordable

Buy now and cart home
your Kelvinator Air Conditioner with your FREE
all-purpose metal cart!
Limited quantities!

HOLLAND DRUGS

1 Hour Photo Developing
PAPER

.etts

Beat the Summer Heat
With A Kelvinator Air
Conditioner!

New Rules

Snap Shot
Photo

We

•

Holland Drugs on

Let Us
Develop
The Fun!

uSe

Song Leader — Danny Garland
Organist — Janet Arnold
Pianist — Brenda Wyatt
Pastor — C.J. Dexter

Your Health

Catch
the Action...

Saturday, Aug.3
Homemade ice cream
and cake supper will be
at 6 p.m. at Martin's
Chapel United
Methodist Church.

Rev. Earl Taylor, a full time
evangelist from Alcoa, Tenn.
Bro. Taylor preaches 40 or more
revivals a year. This will be the 8th
time Bro. Taylor.has worked with
me as evangelist. He is God's Man
for our day.
You have a special invitation to
these and all services at the West
Fork Baptist Church.

Olympic Plaza. Murray, Ky
759-9347
OPEN MON THRU SAT • AM m I PM

109 South 4th on the square in Murray
Phone 753-1462

Also Poplar (ituff MO and Paragould AR
Is•II 151.4

*Dresses
*Suits
Blouses
*Tops
*Skirts
Sportswear
*Shirts
3 Piece Display Sets
*Shorts
Extra Special
Savings
Sleepwear
Now '5
'Pants
'Socks
'Handbags
*Belts
'Jewelry
Swimsuits

Savings Up To 2/3 Off
•

Sidewalk Prices I nside All Week!Co-ordinated
All silver
Holloware

Save 20% to 75%
/
1 2 price
All dinnerware and
pottery patterns, (Asto
crystal, stainless
and silver

org
eso
A
_

on Che Stntd

'vollraPINSIPM

-
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•
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Haggard
to hold
concert

Your Individual
Horoscope
Frahces Drake

NASHVILLE, Tenn.
(AP) — Country music
singer Merle Haggard,
who will perform a
benefit conceit for
farmers Aug. 10 in Iowa,
says the agricultural
community needs supPort tr0113-141
1 0rtatntnenr-muueW.

What kind of day will tomorrow be? To find out what the stars say, read
the
forecast given for your birth sign.
FOR FRIDAY, AUGUST 2, l985

I

ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19) .
You'll profit from behind-the scenes activity today. Avoid distractions and you'll accomplish Much
without any fuss
TAURUS
(Apr. 20 to May 20)
Pit
Charm is your ally today Be sure to
accept social invitations. It's better to
go out visiting than to entertain at
home.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
Though the pieces are falling into
place careerwise. avoid premature
moves. Sound planning IN the key for
long-term results_
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
Its the perfect time for a weekend
geuiv.a providing you don't over
spend. Romance looks very promising for you.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
A home matter is resolved to your
satisfaction. Intuition is your ally on
the job. Avoid excess spending after
dark.
VIRGO
(Aug 23 to Sept.221
Don't overreact today. You could
blow something out of proportion.
The picture looks bright for romance
and happiness. LIBRA
ft 11%
(Sept.23 to Oct.22)
Social contacts are helpful to you
careerwise. Some home entertaining
may be in order. A friend may be testy
this evening.

Special Good
Thrt, August 8

SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 toNov. 21)
44€
Things fall into place at home, but
business and pleasure do not combine favorably. Apartment hunters
are on the right track.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov.22 to Dec.21)
Family matters are tops on your
agenda. Enjoy domestic life, but its
best not to invite others over. Charity
begins at home.
CAPRICORN
(Dec.22 to Jan. P4)
Don't rush into a business agreement. Accent your personal life now.
The company of friends and loved
ones guarantees good times.
AQUARRJS
(.1im. 20 to Feb. 18)
Business interests prosper now'
Long pending matters are finally
restdyed favorably. Avoid arguments
when shopping today.
PISCES
New
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
mew
You'll attract romance and enjoy
popularity today. Accent ,leisure
activities. Put aside a work project
for now. Slow down.

'
,'The farmers need
the help of all entertainers — and country
music entertainers in
particular," Haggard
said in a statement
Tuesday. "In these
times of rural crisis, I
call upon all of them to
take a stand for
American agriculture."

A

YOU BORN TODAY are independent yet cooperative. You're very
sensitive and need an artistic outlet
for your feelings. DO not let temperament get the best of you. You should
do your own thing and never let
yourself get into a.. rut. Though a
routine job offers you security, it
won't be enough to keep you satisfied. Dare to tap the originality within
you and then you'll reach the top.

Special: Large Hamburger
French Fries &
Med. Drink $ 1 99
Try Patsy's Homemade Pies

::-,- Place Ain't Fancy...But Sho Is Good Food

PIANO RECITAL PRESENTED — The piano students of Margaret Wilkins were presented in a
recital recently at one althe halls at Murray State University. Pictured. from left, first row,Joy Roach,
Amy Alexander, Amy McKee and Kimberly Stalls; second row. Leigh Ann Carter, David John Harp,
seated. Bethany Hall, Laura Ferguson and Shannon Wilkins; third row. Helen Garrastazu, Krista
Stalls. Matthew Ferguson, Jonathan Gresham, Michael Lovett and Connie Manning. Four students also
received superior medals representing the highest rating given for piano performance by judges in
Kentucky Music Teachers Association in the Spring Keyboard Festival at NISI.. They were Bethany
Hall, Lauri Perrin, Mike Wilkins and Shannon Wilkins. Two graduating seniors. Matthew Ferguson and
Mike Wilkins, were presented the Risoluto Award and the Virtuoso Award respectively for outstanding
dedication, performance and musicianship in their respective II and 13 years of piano study. Not pictured are Lauri Perrin, Mike Wilkins, Heather Key, Hanna Shapla, Nlike Robinson, Karen Mikulcik and
Elizabeth Thurman.

Net worth
of persons
released
WASHINGTON (API
— The median net worth
for newly retired Social
Security beneficiaries is
around $65,000 for
couples and in the
$17,000-to-$30,000 range
for unmarried people, a
new government survey
shows.
Those figures include
equity in a home, an
asset that many of these
new retirees possess,
according to the Social
W ORKSHOP HELD HERE — The 15th annual Jesse Stuart Writing
Security Administration
Workshop was held recently at Murray State University. Kent Forrester. survey.
professor of English at MSL, conducted the workshop. Speakers included
Compared with-a 1969
.John Ed Pearce, pictured right, associate editor and syndicated columnist
survey of people in their
for the Louisville Courier•Journal; Glen Cook, science fiction/fantasy
late 50s and early 60s
writer: and Ralph Burns, poet. Seventeen students from Kentucky and Ten- . who were on the verge
nessee pArticipated including Quint Guier. 102. pictured at left.
of retiring, "today's
retirees are somewhat
1,,ath
more likely to own
financial or property
assets. They also have
somewhat higher net
worth, after adjusting
for inflation," according
to a report in the July
issue of Social
Security's Bulletin.
141,1

SIDEWALK SALE

500 S. 4th Murray
753-6450
Store Hours: 7-5 Mon.-Fri
- 12 Sat.

We've got a Roof
to Match Your
Home Perfectly.
Choose from Our
Full Line of HighPerformance
-17Fiberglas'
Shingles

Sale Starts Friday Morning!

4'x8' #2
Woodgrain

Masonite
Siding
$995

12" Black or Brown

Turbine
Vents

Nike
Special Group
Tennis Shoes Dingo Boots
$2495

GAPCO

Storm
Windows

Special Group
of
Western
Boots

Men's
Dress & Casual

Shoes
$
95

9&

Up

*Includos Soso

95
2
2
$

Vinyl
Siding

Ladies Shoes
•
Buy 1 Pair At Regular Price
Get 2nd Pair 1/2 Price

Standard Sizes

(White)

CASH & _CARRY

753-1851
Pier 1

Sale Ends 8-5-85

LOS ANGELES (AP)
— For rock singer
David Lee Roth's
bodyguard, the hardest
part of his job is saying
no to fans.
"I hate to tell a little
girl waiting with a pencil and a piece of paper
she can't get an
autograph because the
band's running late,"
said Eddie Anderson, a
5-foot-11, 225-pounder
who protects the singer.
"She's been waiting
for 12 hours and she
starts crying. I don't
know how to deal with
that."

ChariCS
is pii0t
BAGSHOT, England
(AP — Prince Charles,
at the controls of a
helicopter, made a
special delivery to a
post office in this London suburb to celebrate
the 350th anniversary of
the Royal Mail.
Charles, an experienced pilot, landed
the helicopter of the
Queen's Flight
squadron on time and
with 30,000 first-day
covers aboard.

(Cont'd from page 7)

.

FIBERGLAS

Bociguard
hates to
sal- 'no'

Communitv...

$ 1 995

OWENS COINING

Proceeds from the
concert will go to an activist group of farmers
and businessmen from
the Emerson, Neb.,
area.

Factory Discount
16th & Main Shoes753-9419

Saturday, Aug.3
at 1:30 p.m. at The
Homeplace-1850; West
Kentucky Amateur
Astronomers meeting at
8 p.m. and Skywalk at 11
a.m. and 2 p.m., both at
Golden Pond Visitors
Center; Baskets — A
Case Study from noon to
4 p.m. at Empire Farm.
————
The Single Connection
will leave at 6:30 a.m.
from parking lot of
North Branch of
Peoples Bank for Van
Buren, Mo., for canoeing and innertube trip
on Current 'River. For
information call
436-2174.
————
AA and Al-Anon will
meet at 8 p.m. at
American Legion Hall,
South Sixth and Maple
Streets.
————
• Story Theatre will be
presented by Community Theatre at 8 p.m. in
Playhouse in MurrayCalloway County Park.
————
Couples Bridge eith
Mary and Barry Steele
as hosts will be played
at 7:30 p.m. at Oaks
Country Club.
————
''Sing Out, Kentucky!" program will be
presented at 8 p.m. at
Lake Barkley State
Park.
————
"My Fair Lady" will
be presented at 8 p.m. 111
Paducah Community
College Fine Arts

Saturday, Aug.3
Theater.
————
"Nickelodeon 1985"
will present its final program of the season at 8
p.m. at Kentucky Dam
Village Auditorium.

bl

ai
fo

Temple HillLodge
No. 276 Free and Accepted Masons will have
a potluck supper at 6:30
p.m. and meeting at
7:30 p.m. at lodge hall.
————
Sunday, Aug.4
"My Fair Lady" will
be presented at 2 p.m. in
Paducah Community
College Fine Arts
Theater.
————
"Story Theatre" will
be presented by Community Theater at 8
p.m. in Playhouse in
Murray-Calloway County Park.

ro
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AA will
- have a closed
meeting at 4 p.m. at
American Legion
Building, South Sixth
and Maple Streets. For
information call
753-0061, 762-339 or
753-7764.
————
Events in Land Between the Lakes will include Doll Making
Demonstration at 2 p.m.
at Esnpire Farm;
Animal Adaptations at 2
p.m. at Woodlands
Nature Center at 2 p.m.;
Skywalk program at 11
a.m.. and 2 p.m. at
Golden Pond Visitors
Center.
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OBITUARIES
L.R. Duncan ack' Welch
dies today
dies here
at hospital
this morning

O.L. Salyer
dies Tuesday
at Orlando

Musician changes to helping handicapped
COLUMBUS, Ohio tors diagnosed her
in(AP) — Jo Kiser made a creasing aches, pains
major switch about mid- and muscle spasm
s as
way through life, after 3ysternic lupu
s
two accidents and a erytlrematosus,
a
disease forced her to disease which damag
es,
quit playing piano connective tissue in
the
professionally.
body.
Now she helps han"There were times
dicapped people, a turn when my body was
like
which led to a career as one big charley horse,
"
director of a nonprofit she said. "The pain
was
organization which excruciating."
trains dogs to help hanDrugs and physical
dicapped people.
therapy have helped but
Ms. Kiser spent most Ms. Kiser said
two
of her 46 years sur- serious automobile
acrounded by music in a cidents, in 1981 and
1983,
world of piano bars. She had aggravated
her
played Reno, Miami, illness;
Las Vegas and Lake
"It's been such a
Tahoe, made regular dramatic, drastic
stops in Columbus, and• change in my life,"
she
a lof of night clubs in said. "The
hardest part
between. She was ac- was that I always
had
customed to being near been in control of
my
some big names in life, and then sudden
ly I
entertainment — Dean no longer had control
.
Martin, Danny Thomas
"1 ask myse.),f,'Why?'
and Lena Horne.
but I don't have an
Two years ago, doc- answer."

Leo Ray Duncan, 35,
Francis .(Jack
Oscar L. Salyer, 89,
Rt. 3, Murray, died sud- Welch, 72, 102 Willia
ms Orlando, Fla., formerly
denly today at 9:05 a.m. Ave., Murray, died
to- of Murray, died Tuesat Murray-Calloway day at 9 a.m. at
West day at 9:25 p.m. at
County Hospital. His View Nursing Home.
Brookwood Hospital at
death appeared to be
Born Sept. 15, 1912, in Orlando.
from natural causes, ac- Clarksburg, W.Va.,
he
He was retired from
cording to Howard D. was the son of the
late B.F. Goodrich Co. and
Mathis, deputy coroner Mr. and Mrs. Frank
was b.- Member of First
of Calloway County.
Welch.
Bapt
ist Church,
Born Jan. 30, 1950, in
Survivorg include his Murray.
Lyon County, he was the wife, Mrs. Pearl Young
Born Oct. 15, 1895, at
son of Hobert Duncan Welch; one daughter,
who died in February Mrs. Sue McCoart, Benton, he was the son
of the late William
1967 and of Myrtle Story Avenue, Murra
y; Milton Kirk Salyer and
Harper Duncan Holland three grandchild
ren; Sara Elizabeth Reeder
who died in May 1982.
one great-grandchild.
Salyer.
He also was preceded
J.H. Churchill
His wife, Mrs. Lovelia
in death by a twin Funeral Home will
be in Salyer, died Feb. 18,
brother, Cleo Duncan,in charge of funeral
and 1975.
October 1982.
burial arrangements.
He is survived by two
Survivors are his
sisters, Mrs. Mae S.
wife, Mrs. Joyce
Weirich, Orlando; and
Underhill Duncan, to
Mrs. Mary Wolf,
whom he was married
Wadsworth, Ohio; one
on June 21, 1974; two
brother, Dallas Salyer,
daughters, Miss Misty
Paducah.
Duncan and Miss Angel
J.H. Churchill
Duncan, and one son,
Funeral Home will be in
Adam Duncan, Rt. 3,
The funeral for charge
of funeral and
Murray.
Aubrt, M. Adams is to- burial
arrang
ements.
Also surviving are day at 2 p.m. in the
three sisters, Mrs. chapel of Milner
Shirley Snyder, Funeral Home,
KNOXVILLE, Tenn.
Paducah, and Mrs. Dale Bardwell.
(AP) — TVA officials
(Carolyn) Dunlap and
Officiating are the
say they will have to
Mrs. Ralph (Judy) Rev. Floyd Sheeks, the
reinstate their on-site
Wright, Rt. 4, Murray; Rev. Ray Provow and
LOS ANGELES (AP) mine
four brothers, Charles the Rev. Charles Yancy.
inspections to
— Michael Jackson, make
Duncan, Anthony Dun- Burial will follow in
sure the coal they
who sprained a hand buy
can and Bill Holland, Roselawn Cemetery.
comes from
during filming of "Cap- operat
Murray, and Bobby
ors who comply
Mr. Adams, 90, Cunn- tain Eo," a Walt Disney
with federal reclamaHolland, Paducah.
ingham, died Tuesday Productions scienc
e fic- tion laws.
Blalock -Coleman at 10 a.m. in a nursing
tion musical, took a
TVA's field inspecFuneral Home will be in home at Paducah. He
break after treatment to tions
charge of funeral and was a retired farmer
were discontinued
visit a fan in the Michael after
burial arrangements.
1978 because they
and a member of Jackson Burn
Ward.
were difficult to carry
Bethlehem Baptist
The pop star, who out and
took too much
church.
wears a trademark se- time,
said Roger BollBorn in Calloway quined glove on his left
inger, prog'rkam
County, he was the son hand, hurt his
right manager for land
of the late Mr. and Mrs. hand Tuesday when
he reclamation in TVA's
Jessie Adams. His wife, • was. pushed agains
t an Division of Land'and
Mrs. Dorsie Pierce object during
a dance Economic Resources.
Adams, one son, Eldon sequence,
said his
But a recent TVA
OWENSBORO, Ky. Adams, and a grandson physician, plastic study
of its contracts
preced
ed
him
in
death. surgeon Dr. Steven M.
(AP) — Kentucky
has prompted officials
He
surviv
is
ed
by
one
Hoeffl
transportation officials
in.
to recommend resumJackson was treated ing inspec
should change their daughter, Mrs. Reida
tions of mines
methods of bridge in- Lawrence, Lees Sum-' at Brotman Memorial that provid
e the federal
mit,
Mo.;
one
son, Hospital, where he had
spections so hard-toutility with coal for its 11
Rober
t
Adams
,
Cunnbeen taken after his hair coal-fi
reach places are checkred plants, Bolled, a federal highway ingham; four sisters, caught fire during film- inger said
Wednesday.
Mrs.
Lena
Watfor
d,
La
official says.
ing of a Pepsi-Cola comGov
ern
ment
Cente
r,
Mrs.
Ezzie mercial last year.
Federal officials have
regulators cannot adeBoswel
l,
_Cunn
ingha
m,
While at the hospital. quate
also suggested the state
ly enforce the
consider implementing Mrs. Bea Mabry, Heath, the singer visited the 8-year old federa
l mine
and
Mrs.
Willi
e
burn ward dedicated reclam
an underwater bridge
ation
law,
and
Byass
ee,
Blandv
ille; after his treatment and
inspection program,
the result is continued
one
brothe
r,
Conle
y
chatted with Caroline damag
and that state officials
e to the environKuromi, 25. He left the ment,
need to evaluate the eta- Adams, Cairo, Ill.
according to the
Also
surviv
ing
are
tire inspection program
hospital still wearing his study.
seven
grand
children white-and-silver space
to see if it needs
"Here we are eight
and four great- suit, and waved
restructuring.
to years down the road and
grandc
hildren.
reporters.
"We have suggested
we're still seeing a lot of
that they have some
shortcomings in inspection procedures,''
Robert Johnson, a
federal division administrator in
SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT - INVESTMENTS
Frankfort, told the
Owensboro MessengerInquirer in a copyright
Industrial Average "
-.78
I.B.M.
1:r, +I I
story published
Air Products
Jerrico
56% +/
1
2
'211
+ 1 m
Wednesday.
Apple Computer 15% unc
Kmart
+1 4
3:4 1
He cited recent pro- Ameri
can Telephone
211
/
2 unc
JCPenney
19.1, +
blems with the U.S. 231
Briggs & Stratton
28%
Penwalt
•1
/
4
tr,
bridge over the Ohio
Chrysler
Quaker Oats
36 -1
/
4
493 , +
River at Owensboro as
Cracker Harrell
13
/
1
4
unc
Scienti
I N
fic-Atlanta
:13 „
an example of the need
Dollar Gen. Store
24% +%
Sears
357,,+'
for closer inspections.
Durakon
14 unc
Texaco
Corrosion was found E-Z-Em
Inc.
Time Inc
133/4 +1/4
565.8
I2
on four beams Ford
44% +/
1.'.S.Tobacco
1
4
:353 4 -I 8
underneath the bridge Forum Group
10I/4 unc
Wal-Mart
5111
+
and it was closed to G.A.F
.
311
unc
/
2
Wendy's
171,2 4- 1 44
heavy truck traffic June General
Motors
70% +/
1
4
C.E.F. Yield
7.113
25 for emergency GenCorp,
Inc.
45% +
repairs.
Goodrich
32% +%
The problem was not Goodyear
29/
1
4 +%
reported during a
routine inspection by
engineers from highway
departments in KenSTOCKS
MUNICIPAL BONDS — MUTUAL FUNDS
tucky and Indiana last
MEMBER NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE MEMBER SIPC
Oct. 10.

A.M. Adams'
funeral rites
at Bardwell

She was depressed for
months. She was casting
about for some new
direction to life when
she heard about a job
with an organization
called Support Dogs for
the Handicapped. She
saw it as a chance to
perform in a different
way.

Ms. Kiser is now plan"Nothing can totally
ning to promote the replace the music." she
organization nation- said, adding that she
wide, boost its fund- still plays occasionally
raising activities and in- and still writes music.
crease, placements of "But I always said that I
the trained dogs. More was given so much in
than 200 handicapped life that I didn't mind
people are now on the paying a price,
group's waiting list for a
"I guess,now I'm paycanine helper.
ing the price."

TVA wants change

Jackson hurts
hand filming

Official
recommends
changes

Regular
A 95

problems complying
with (federal) standards," Bollinger said.
"We think there will
probably be some
significant changes in
the future," he said.
"We've recommended
to (TVA Board of Directors) reinstatement of a
monitoring program
over some of our coal
contractors to ensure
that they are complying
with the laws and that
our coal sources are being reclaimed properly," he said.
-TVA can suspend or
terminate any coal contracts with compainies
that violate mining
laws, and has done so at
times, he said
The growing demand
for luxury cars in the
United States also is
taking place in Europe,
according to Jaguar
PLC. The firm says it
plans to establish independent distribution
networks.

13 Color Portraits
One 8x10 • Two 5x7s
Ten Wallets
-

Groups and
Families Welcome

Adviortisiod spacial's include
traditional poles only

CLIP THIS COUPON
AND SAVE

One Coupon Per Family
Save $3.00 ON OUR REGULAR I
$8.95 portrait package.
I
OFFER GOOD ON DATES LISTED BELOW
Present this coupon to the photographer

II

Limit one special package per subject. Black and white backgrounds
and special effects portraits NOT available in advertising package.
Shooting Dates: Wednesday, July 31st
-Sunday, August 4th
•HOTOGRAPHER S HOURS

LOCATION

10:00-6:00 Wed.-Thurs.
10:00-8:00 Fri.-Sat.,12:30-5:00 Sun.

Hwy 641 N.
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SAVE

/2 ON

Jamison® Vita-Pedic®
405 DELUXE FIRM
Premium Bedding

FIRST OF MICHIGAN CORPORATION
MORRIS BILBREY

Stock Market

Never before has Jamison's
premium Vita-Pedic bedding
been available atJantastic savings like these. Your opportunity
to sleep on the best and enjoy
substantial savings plus the
famous 15 year prorated
Jamison guarantee. We offer
the,best guarantee because
we build the best bedding.
/14 Free repair or replacement
during the first five years on
warranted defects.) All sizes
of mattresses and box
springs available. And, look
at these features:

WOODMEN BLDG., MURRAY 753-9476

Lake-Land revival planned
A three-night revival
at Lake-Land Apostolic
Church will start Friday, Aug. 2, and continue through Sunday.
Aug. 4.

Services will
be next week
at Dexter
A gospel meeting at
Dexter Church of Christ
will start Sunday, Aug.
4, and continue through
Friday, Aug. 9.
Ed Davis. minister of
the New Concord
Church of Christ, will be
the speaker for services
at 7:30 p.m.", Sunday
through Friday.
Directing the song
service will be Mason
Thompson of the Union
Hill Church of Christ.
The public is Invited
tp attend, a church
spokesman said.

Evangelist Kent
Mathis of Memphis,
Tenn., will 1be the
speaker. He is a former
teacher and instructor
at the Apostolic Bible
College.
The church is located
at 402 Sunbury Circle,
Murray. JamesH. Cain,
pastor, invites the
public to attend.

CORRECTION
The Movie World
coupon that ran in
Tuesday's coupon
page expires, Monday,
August 5th.

Mattress
•
•
•
•

strong 14 gauge steel-405 coils
5 turn coil support
durable 6 gauge border wire
luxurious quilted cover
comfortable second foam layer
garnetted telt for extra comfort
- Box Spring

• heavy duty coils—Electro-Lok' Grid Top
• Jamison exclusive—protector pad
• exclusive kiln dried hardwood for strength

REG.

r
4-2 Ni.-F r
SEE YOUR DIAMONDS
REMOUNTED
WHILE YOU
WAIT
JEWELERS )

I

CALL 753-7695
FOR APPOINTMENT

Twin S
Full Size
Queen Size
King Size

439" Set
559" Set
719" Set
999" Set

219" Set
279's Set
359" Set
499" Set

219" Set
279" Set
359s Set
499" Set

Thurman s

COMING TI) OUR
MURRAY STORE

AUGUST 7
d:,441,4g.:441-46140.:441.-AM:
4-4:
41
:
>
-

Total Savings
Per Set

NOW

•

FURNITURE

101 N. 3rd

Murray. K

208 Main
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Duncan rides for expert ranking,
national title as local pro cyclist
i
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LOADING UP - Brian Duncan prepares to load his 500cc Kota x into the back of the family van for a
road trip to races in Bellevilk. and Chicago. III. Duncan does the racing (m the road trips while parents,
Don and Sarah, of 1613 Catalina Drive, do the driving. Besides packing the family, the van carries a supply of essential parts for the cycle.
Staff photo by Jim Rector
•,....

•

•

Scrimmage set at fieldhouse
,
,

Tiger gridders offer preseason debut
For the price of a bar MHS fieldhouse.
of soap, Murray High . Admission for all
foot b a 11 fans c an spectators will be a bar
witness the preseason of soap which will be usdebut of the 1985 Tiger ed by the football team
squad
during the course of the
Friday at 9.20 a.m. season.
the Murray High Tigers
will be playing an intra.
The Tigers will play
squad scrimmage at the the scrimmage on Fripractice field behind the day before preparing to

leave for team camp at game will begin at 9:15
Kentucky Wesleyan in a.m.
Owensboro on Sunday.
Other MHS announcements include
On Friday, Aug. 12, the scheduling of the
the Tigers will conclude MHS Athletic Booster
their camp with a Club meeting. The Tiger
scrimmage scheduled support club will meet
against Daviess County-: Tuesday at 7 p.m. in the
at Daviess County High , University branch of the
School. The exhibition Bank of Murray.

Negotiators stymied in strike talks
By BEN WALKER
day to decide whether a
AP Sports Writer
meeting should be set
NEW YORK 1AP k - up
Negotiators for baseball
"The re 's no usem
owners and players. meeting if theye's
unable to agree on the -nothing to talk about,"
key issues of pensions MacPhail said.
and escalating salaries,
The players have set
are trying to figure out a n A u g. 6 s t r i k e
if they have anything at deadline, and the two
all to talk about five sides met for llt hours
days before .a._ strike. Wednesday. Again.
deadline
Fehr repeated his asserOn Wednesday. the tion that the owners'
Players Association for- plan was not a good one.
mally rejected a pro"In essence, we told
posal that the owners them what we believe to
presented a day earlier. be true - that is. that
c a I 1 i n g i t this proposal was made
"cockamamie."
with ... the knowledge
No further- nT6etings that it very probably
were planned. Union would drive the parties
chief Don Fehr and Lee further apart."
MacPhail, head of the
On Tuesday. the
owners' Player Rela- owners proposed raising
tions Committee, were their annual contributo speak by telephone to- tion to the players' pen-

II
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DWAIN
S. 1 2th St
Murray. Ky.
TAYLOR
502 753 2617
CHEVROLET, INC.

I really like thatN•best,"
Duncan said. "It's fun,
you're going so fast ... at
DuQuosin ( Ill.) last
weekend I was doing I10
mph and we were running two feet from the
guard rail with people
standing right there
watching us. They were
nothing but a blur."
The DuQuoin races
were being televised for
ABC's Wide World of
Sports and Duncan, unfortunately, missed
qualifying for the main
9
event by two-tenths of a
second.
Tuesday Duncan and
his family traveled to
races in Belleville, Ill.,
and Wednesday they
eo.a swing to
icdag
C
mha
The Belleville races,
run on a short track,
featured a mixture of all
three pro classes cornpeting against each
other in the same races.
While Duncan was
looking forward to the
opportunity to race
a gal n St top- not c h
juniors and experts, he
says he tries to avoid

racing against
amateurs.
"Amateurs don't
always know the limits.
Not like the pros do. In
pro races you don't
mind getting close to the
other racers because
you don't have to worry
about them doing
something dangerous."
Duncan has had his
share of mishaps, but
the only time he admits
to being afraid - even
when flying along at the
100 mph barrier - is
when he "messes up."
"I haven't been
seriously hurt since I've
been a pro, but back
when I was an amatuer
I broke my ankle that
had to be operated on
and pins put in and I
messed up my knee
once and I've been
knocked out before."
Regardless of the
risky side of motorcyle
racing, Duncan has his
mind set on success.
"R i g h t now l' m
shooting for enough
points to make expert.
Then I'd. like to go for
the national title." 4
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"There's only a few of
us across Kentucky.
.
One in Madisonville is a
junior and the rest in
Owensboro are all experts, that I know of,"
Duncan said about the
... ..other in-state pros. "We
...,
see each other at dif,Appt- -!.„,i,„„
ferent races around the
country and it's a lot of
fun because, you enjoy
racing with people you
know."
For Duncan, racing at
POWER SLIDE - Calloway pro cycle rider Brian Duncan goes into a turn
times can be a drag sideways after peaking on the straightaway at more than 90 mph. Duncan, a
because of the extensive racer for 12 years, is a 17-year-old senior at Calroway County High School.
travel involved. There
Photo by Bert Shepard, Silver Shutter

Al

"We are firm on the
proposal, but we'd
negotiate," MacPhail
1 0/
7C 'tackle
said "If we could come
The owners project up with
another plan,
that salaries will rise at we'd be
pood news and bad mention Au-American
happy to do it."
$34 million per year and
MacPhail and Fehr news both were an- offensive tackle, will be
the result, they admit, both
avoide'd nounced for Murray out for the season. He is
would be that the pencharacterizing the State University today 'scheduled for corrective
sion payment would negotiations
as having at the Ohio Valley Con- surgery on a ruptured
drop to one-q
one-quarter of broken down,
or broken ference football pre- disk in his lower back.
its present level. On the off.
season meeting current- That surgery has
other side, the players
1 y u n d e r w a y i n presently been set for
want their share of the
"The way Don put it, Nashville.
Aug. 17.
$1.1 billion network and I ,think it's good,
Schreckengost was
television package to in
that what we all should
According to sources selected pre-season all
crease by four times, to do is try to see if we can t h e r e , C o 1 b y
OVCalongwith quarter$60 million each year.
find some ways to start Schreckengost, an all- back Kevin Sisk,
offen"What they're asking bridging this gap, and if OVC and
honorable sive guard Charlie Wiles
is that the players fund we can, then we should
their ovvn pension plan." meet on it,•' MacPhail
Fehr said. "That would said.

Homeplace
Family Restaurant

11111111-111
'111tVan
1985 3/4
p. ,

be the first step toward
the elimination of the
pension plan as we know
it."
MacPhail said the
players could either accept the concept of a
salary cap - which the
players have strongly
opposed ,-- or the latest
offer,

aren't many tracks
close enough to Murray
to make racing an easy
sport to get involved in.
However, the rewards
of racing are returned in
more ways than just
trophies and paychecks.
"Being on the road so
much gets kind of old,
but my mom and dad
usually take turns drivtrig to the races while I
sleep in the back," Duncan said. "I started racing because of my dad
- he i.ied to race as a
pro novice - and now
my parents try to go to
all of my races. It's kind
of a family thing for
us."
Duncan, who will be a
senior at Calloway
County High this year,
says he's looking forward to the next few
races because a new
engine for his Rotas
500 c c c y c 1 e i s
guaranteed to produce
50 horse power which
translates into bigger
and better thins for
Duncan's future.
-"I tried my first mile
(race) last weekend and

out;, Thomas departs
...
and defensive end Tony
Woodie.
In other bad news for
the Racers, Mark
Thomas, offensive line
coach and offensive
coordinator, has aceeTiLed the position of offensive line coach at
Duke University.
Thomas has been a
member of the MSU
staff since 1982 and his
linemen helped the

Racers to a 20-13 record
in that time 'as, well as
playing a key role in rewriting the MSU record
for points in a season in
1984, when the Racers
ran up 311 points.
The coaches are in
Nashville where they
will decide on preseason picks and host
n u m e ro u s m e d i a
interviews.

Late bloomer Seaver ready for 300th win

,. .

341

sion fund trom $15.5
million to $25 million but tied that amount to
salary increases.
The owners project
that, in order to reach a
break-even point 15y
1988, salaries can go up
no more than $13 million
each year. For every $1
million that salaries exceed $13 million, $1
m i 1 1 i on w ou I d b e
deducted from the pension payment.

By JIM RECTOR
care
Sports Editor
ening around corners and doing more
than 90 mph on a twowheeled mechanized
monster brings a smile
to the-face of 12-year cycle racing veteran Brian
Duncan.
Considering he's only
17 years old, odds have
it that he'll- be smiling
for some time to come.
Duncan, son of Don
and Sarah Duncan of
1613 Catalina Drive,
says cycle racing has
been in his blood for
most of his life and the
prospect of one day
becoming the national
champion, well, that is a
dream he'd like to see
become reality.
Already Duncan has
learned the ropes from
years of traveling
across the nation to
compete in cycle races
of all description,
This year, after a
delayed start because of
bike problems, Duncan
has picked up 15 points
In his quest to reach the
pro expert,class which
requires 80 junior class
points to qualify.
"We had some problems early and I really
didn't get started racing
this year until June. I
wanted to make expert
this year, but it doesn't
look good right now,"
Duncan admits.
Most junior class
riders, according to
Duncan, can obtain the
80 points for expert
class in about a year's
time. As a novice pro
last year, Duncan
qualified for the junior
class with 44 points in
novice competition.
Forty novice points are
the minimum requirement for the jump to
junior.
In 1983 Duncan placed
second in the amateur
125cc expert class in the
nationals held at Ocala,
Fla.
'Since then he has
turned pro and has joined an elite group of
riders in Kentucky that
can be counted on one
hand.

AO You Can Eat
Boneless fish or catfish steaks.
Served with choice of potato,
white beans,. cole slaw, hush
puppies and all the trimmings!
.

$4
0
0

Every Friday & Saturday
.
Evening

,T,06 coidw ater Rd.

759-1854

Seaver recalled his formal meeting with football. I also was too
y DAVE O'HARA
teen years Wednesday reporters so he could small for basketball,
AP Sports Writer
BOSTON (AP)- Asa during a rambling, low- answer, once and for all, And I didn't have the.
high
h school senior, pit-key, rainy day news the questions surroun- temperament for golf."
cher Tom Seaver had a conference less than 24 ding his bid for his 300th
As a kid, "I played
5-4 -record and there hours afterearning vic- victory. He iaid he .every position, even
tory No. 299 as his wants to be free to caught," but decided to
were no pro offers." .
Now, approaching his Chicago White Sox prepae or his next become a pitcher "when
41st birthday, he is on defeated the Boston Red start, olsunday in .Aw I saw that ball coming
York
a i n si-•4 h e 60 feet, 6 inches with
the verge of major- S°x•
A three -time Cy Yankees.
league victory No. 300
spin on it."
"I'm from a very
and his 3 , 500th Young Award winner in
"I definitely was not a
• the National League, athletic family and I'm young phenom," said
strikeout.
owner of a no-hitter and. glad I took up baseball," Seaver, a 6-foot-1,
_
•••••
•P'
one of the all-time Seaver said. "The. 220-pounder described
strikeout artists, Seaver :reasons'I did are quite by catcher Carlton Fisk
said that he hopes to get simple. I couldn't run as "a bull of a man::
K a K STUMP REMOVAL
No. 300 Out of the way. very fast. I was too . "I physically matured
in 74 4. low Ih• q 4, m d
quickly and get on, with small for football and, rather late and no one
011 4341o, 4.15 0119
his career.
besides, my mother
.9..
1 ,,
el
_
.
.. .. , .
.
(Coned on.
nage Ill
minummuniumpr... 5.easer
called the in. wouldn't let me play
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MSU rifle team members produce encore to NCAA crown
0.13e of the questions asked when a team wins a'
national title is "What can you do for an encore?" Members of the Murray State rifle team
may have found the answer.
This summer's activitikt for the NCAA champion Racers have included a gold medal performance at the National Sports Festival and selection of two members to the U.S. International
Shooting Team and three others to the U.S. International Development Shooting Team.
Junior Pat Spurgin of Billings, Mont., added to
her ever-growing Mt of'accomplishments by dn'flexing the gold medal 01 smallbore at the National Sports Festival in the same event in which
she won the gold in the Los Angeles Summer
Olympics a year ago. Also on Spurgin's list of
titles are the 1984 NCAA individual championship in air rifle, the 1985 NCAA individual title in
smallbore, and two All-America awards.
In Los Angeles for the trials for the Interna!tonal Shooting Team in July, Spurgin took first
place in women's and junior women's smallbore
prone. Despite the good showing, Spurgin was
surpassed in two events by the newest Racer in
the MSU stable.
Deena Wigger, freshman from Ft.Benning.
Ga., who will join the Racers this fall, nailed
down first place in women's and junior women's
smallbore three-position and women's and junior
women's smallbore prone while taking 11th in

women's and junior women's air rifle to earn a
spot on the International Shooting Team along
.with Spurgin.
"Deena is a valuable addition to our team,"
said MSU coach Elvis Green. "Her talents will
complement those of the other team members.
As you can tell from her selection to the International Team, she is a world-class competitor."

TO OF A KIND Alison Schultz (left)
and Olympic gold
medalist Pat Spurgin
pose during the DaisNational Rifle Association air gun championships earlier this year
at Fayetteville, Ark.
Schultz won the national rifle competition
title. Both girls are
members of the Murray State rifle team
and both qualified for
U.S. International
Team slots in the July
trials of the National
Sports. Festival in Los
Angeles.

Meanwhile, the other three members of the
Racers' 1985 national championship team were
earning berths on the U.S. International
Development Shooting Team. Marian
ne
Wallace, Alison Schultz, and Gary Stephens
all
qualified for the team. with their finishes in Los
Angeles.
Wallace placed 13th in junior women's air ii14th in junior women's three-position
smallbore, and 15th in junior women's prone.
Schultz was 12th in junior women's air rifle, 16th
In junior women's smallbore three-position, and
29th in junior women's prone. Stephens was 23rd
in men's smallbore three-position and 27th
in
men's air rifle.
On tap for Wigger is travel with the Interna
tional Team for two weeks of competition in
the
Soviet Union. Spurgin has bypassed the trip
to
the USSR for personal reasons.
Racer team members will return to the MSU
campus for the start of classes on Aug.26.

Sports Commentary

Finley opened can of worms when Catfish got away

DOUBLES CHAMPS - The Murray duo of Allison Carr (left) and Leslie
Foster shared the No.1 title in the resent Bowling Green Kiwanis Junior
Tennis Championships doubles division. Carr and Foster won the girls
18s
doubles crown by downing Susan and Cathy Dwayne of Louisville,
6-4, 5-7,
6-2. in the finals.

ing about the annuity
payments. The pitcher
would then talk to
"He'd always say,
'The check is in the
" Hunter
chuckled.
At season's end, with
the A's in the American
League playoffs and
speculation building
over the implications of
a broken contract,
Hunter was summoned
to Finley's office.
"The commissioner
was there," Hunter
said. "Charley said,
'Here's the money.' I
reached for it. Then I
stopped. I told him, 'I
don't want it that way.
Pay the insurance like
the contract read.Finley never did and
three months later,
after the case went to
arbitration, Hunter was
declared a free agent.

The case touched off
baseball's economic
revolution.
At first, Catfish
wasn't so sure being set
free by arbitrator Peter
Seitz would be such a
good thing.
"When Seitz ruled, I
hung up the phone, turned to my wife and said,
'We don't belong to
anybody.' I was scared.
I didn't have a job. I
didn't realize the implications," Hunter
said.
But Hunter's lawyer,
an old-fashioned country counsel named J.
Carlton Cherry, set up
negotiations in the
sleepy little town of
Ahoskie, N.C. and one
by one, baseball's
bosses trudged down to
the map dot spot to bid
for the Cy Young Award
winner.
"Cleveland\ had the

first appointment and
offered me a $2 million
contract," Hunter said.
"I thought, 'They're
crazy.' Here was the
cheapest club in
baseball - offering me
that."
Eventually, -Hunter
accepted a landmark
five-year, $3 million
deal from the New York
Yankees. The wraps
were off and baseball
soon charged headlong
into the free agent era,
pens poised, checkbooks
at the ready.
Now, a decade later,
the owners are crying
poverty as they
negotiate a new basic
agreement with the
players union.
They say they are losing millions, perhaps
$43 million last year,
perhaps $27 million,
depending on how you
analyze the figures. The

numbers keep
changing.
And down in Ahoskie,
gentleman farmer
Hunter watches with
bemusement, wondering if all this ever would
have happened had
Charley Finley paid the
Insurance bill on time.

Trivia
The first game played
on a Sunday in the
history of the National
League was on April 17,
1892, as Cincinnati
defeated St. Louis, 5-1.

Only two pitchers in
the history of the major
leagues have won over
400 games. Cy Young is
the all-time champ with
511 and Walter Johnson
had 416.

SCOREBOARD

Seaver...
(Cont'd from page 10)
was interested when I
got out of high school,"
Seaver said. "I was not
a strikeout pitcher. In
fact, I was a sinkerslider pitcher.
"Then I went into the
Marine Corps and came
out 6-1, 200 pounds. I
was much stronger and
began to throw the ball
harder."
Seaver attenfled
Fresno City College and
then the University of
Southern California,
where he began an extensive exercise program which he still
follows.
"I was offered $2,000
by the (Los Angeles)
Dodgers after junior
college, but I turned it
down. I wanted to
become a dentist and
hoped baseball would
pay my way through
school, so I went to USC.
"Then, in 1965, the
baseball Bran suddenly
came along. I was
drafted by the Dodgers
and told Tom Lasorda,
then a scout, I wanted
$50,000 to sign. He said
they'd get back to me,
but they never did. I
think they were haying
trouble at the time with
(Sandy) Koufax and
(Don) Drysdale holding
out.
"Then I went into the
supplemental draft and
I was picked by the
(Atlanta) Braves, who
signed me for. a $50.000
bonus."
Baseball Commissioner William 'Eckert
voided the contract, ruling .that the Braves had
violated rules governing
collegiate-players, and
the New York Mets obtained Seaver.in a drawing from a hat on 'April
3, 1966. The big right
hander spent that.summer In Jacksonville,
then joined the Mets and
became the National
League's rookie of the
year in 2967.

By HAL BOCK
AP Sports Writer
Before Ozzie Smith,
Mike Schmidt and
George Foster and their
$2 'million-a-year contracts, there was Jim
"Catfish" Hunter, the
unsuspecting trigger of
baseball's emancipation
proclamation, the Dred
Scott of his sport.
In 1974, Hunter pitched for the Oakland A's
under terms of what today would be considered
a most modest contract.
He was to receive
$50,000 in salary from
owner Charles 0. Finley
with another $50,000 to
be sent to Hunter's bank
in North Carolina to
fund a deferred insurance annuity.
There's nothing complicated about that, except that every so often
the bank back home
would call Hunter ask-

THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
BusigEss • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
YOUR MORE THAN ONE COMPANY AGENCY
LINDY SUITER

901 SYCAMORE

753-8355

Major League Baseball Standings
M4404 League Baseball
AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Division
Toronto
V. York
I )etroit
Boston
Baltimore
Milwaukee
cleveland

64 as
55 44
53 46
52 47
51 48
44 54
32 68
West Division
'alifornta
57 43
Kansas City
54 45
altland
52 48
Chicago
49 47
seattle
48 53
Minnesota
46 53
Texas
3962
Wednesday's Gaines
Kansas City 5. Detroit 2
Milwaukee 5, Texas 2
Seattle 12, Minnesota 3
Cleveland 6. New York 5
Toronto 5, Baltimore 3

Pd. GB
627
556 7%
535 9%
525 10%
515 It it
449 18
320 3:
570
545 24
520 5
510 6
475 94
465 104
386 184

Chicago 1. Boston I. lie, rain. 7 Rulings
California 8. Oakland 5
NATIONAL LEAGUE
""- East Division
W L
Pd. GB
St Louis
S038 .61.2
New York
50 41 .590 2
Montreal
56 46 .549 6
Chicago
52 47 .525 8%
Philadelphia
45 54 .465 15%
Pittsburgh
3246 .627 28
West DiMsien
Los Angeles
58 41 .586
San Diego
54 47 .535
Cincinnati
52 46 .531
Houston
4655 .455
Atlanta
44 55
444
San Francisco
40 62
362
Wednesday's Games
New York 5. Montreal 2
Chicago 5. St Louis 2
Pirates 4. Philadelphia 3, 10 innings
Houston 9. Cincinnati 2
Atlanta 5, San Diego 4. 10 innings
San Francisco 7, Loa Angeles 5

Men, Women & Children can take advantage of this super sport shoe
special on great styles for Back to School. They're the shoes you want
for casual wear or outdoor activities. Buy now at Savin& you can
appreciate.

Select From Over 50
Styles of Shoes
20 1
41070

Major League Baseball Leaders
ATION.U. LEAGUE
BATTING
240 at bats, McGee. StLouls. 345. Guerrero,
Los Angeles, 327, Herr, StLouts,
.123. Gwynn. San [Meg°. 305;
Parker, Cincinnati 301
RUNS - Murphy. Atlanta. PO.
Coleman, Shouts. 71, Raines,
Montreal. 71. Guerrero. Los
Angeles, 70. Sandberg. Chicago.
6x
RBI - Murphy. Atlanta. 75,
'Clark. StLouls. 76, Herr, StLouls.
'4
l's
Cincinnati, 74.
;Wilson. Philadelphia. 66
HITS - McGee. StLouis. 125.
;wynn, San Diego, 121, Herr.
StLouis. 117, Parker, Cincinnati_
IS. Murphy, Allahta. 111,
Sandberg. Chicago. Ill.
DOUBLES - Wallach. Mon.
treat. 21. Gwynn. San Diego. 23..
Hernandez. New York. 23, Herr.
StLoubs. 23. 6 are tied with 22
TRIPLES - McGee.. StLouls.
12: Raines. Montreal. A. Samuel:
Philadelphia. 8; Coleman. StLouls.
7. Gladden. San Francisco. 6
- HOME RUNS - Murphy, Allan
ta. 27. Guerrero, Los Angeles. 23.
Horner, Atlanta, 20, JCIark,
StLaule, 20, Parker. Cincinnati. 19
STOLEN BASES - Coleman
StLoula, 72, McGee. StLouls, 30.
Lopes. Chicago. 38; Raines. Mon
treed. 36. Redus. CincinnaU. 36
PITCHING +8 decisions -

Franco, Cincinnati. 10-1. .1510. 2.28.
Gooden. New York. 16-3..842, 1.66;
Hawkins. San Diego. 13.3. .813.
311. Hershiser, Los Angeles, 11-3,
256, 241. Andujar. Manila. 17-5.
.773. 2 44.
STRIKEOL'TS - Gooden, New
York. 173, Soto. Cincinnati, 149;
Ryan. Houston. 146: Valenzuela.
Los Angeles. 138: JDeLoon. Pitt.
sburgh. 116
SAVES - Reardon. Montreal.
25. LeSmith, Chicago, 23,
Cowie, San Diego. 21. Power.
Cincinnati. 18; Sutter, Atlanta. 17.
AMERICAN LEAGUE
BATTING +240 at bats) - Brett.
Kansas City, 353; Rfienderson,
New York. 352, Boggs. Boston,
348. Lacy, Baltimore. 322.
Bochte. Oakland, 320
RUNS - RHenderson. New
York, V. Ripken. Baltimore, 71;
Whitaker. Detroit, 72, Molitor,
Milwaukee. 68. MDaels, Oakland,
65, Winfield, New York. 65
" RBI'
Nei/ Vork.ii.
EMurray,'Baltimore, 78; Ripken,
Baltimore, 71; Baylor. New York.
67, KGibeon. Detroit. 67. !Ike.
Boston. 67
HITS - Boggs. Boston, 135.
Wilson. Kansas City. 134; Garcia.
Toronto. 123, Whitaker, Detroit,
123; PEtrodiey. Seattle, M.
DOUBLES - Mattingly. New
York. Si, Buckner. Boston, It.
Boggs. Boston 21: GWeiker

PITCHING IS decisions) - Hirt
sac Oakland, 7.3. 778. 3 29.
Guidry. New York, 13-4. 765, 3.00.
RomanIck, California. 13-4, 716
3 02. Saberhagen, Kansas City
12.5. 706, 335, Cowley. New York
UR. .IHoweU. Oakland
9-4. 892, 3.06: Key. Toronto, II-4
692. 1.00
STRIKEOUTS - Blyleven
Cleveland, 129. Morris, Detroit
126. P'Bannister. Chicago. ill.
Burns. Chicago. 113, Witt, Cantor
ilia. ill.
SAVES - Quteenberry, Kansas
City, M. iienalledse. Deland. 23.
Jlionell. Oakland. 30; Moore.
Celtfoeste. 19. PtIghettL New York..
It

.THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
901 S. SYCAMORE
Oak

Fr

Chicago. 25; Cooper, Milwaukee
24. Osetti, Minnesota. 34. MDavis.
Oakland. 24
TRIPLES - Wilson. Kansas Cl
ty. 13; Puckett, Minnesota, 10.
Butler, Cleveland. 8. Cooper.
Milwaukee. 8, PBradlay, Seattle.
6.
HOME RUNS - Fisk. Chicago.
27. GYliontas. SeatUe, 28, Presley.
Seattle. 13; DaEvans. Detroit, 22.
Kingman. Oakland, 23.
STOLEN BASES - RHenderson. New York. 47. Butler,
Cleveland. Si; Wilson. Kansas CI
ty. 31. Pettia, California. 30. Col
tins, Oakland, 25; Garcia, Toronto
25: Moseby, Toronto.

753-8355

Select From These Famous Name Brands:
;Nike
if4lew Balance i-Brooks
iFoot.loy
iPuma
;Pony
iConverse
p-Adidas

i-Diadora
ISaucony
Asahi

DENNISON-HUNT six)rt1ng Goods
1203 Chestnut

Everything for that SPORT in YOUR 10e

,Abon,

7sa-8844
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Former city official, publisher dies

Hwy. 305 Cairo Rd.
Rt. 7, Box 260
Paducah, Ky. 42001

Authorized Dealer for

Kim's

Open
Mon-Sat
8 AM-10 P
i Sunday

Laundry

9 AM-9 PM

Braswell Water Units
SALES—SERVICE •
REMOVES IRON, HARDNESS, TASTE
„tflEE WATER ANALYSIS & ESTIMATES
Service All Water Conditioners

CLAY CITY, Ky. (AP I —
Retired newspaper publisher
and former Clay City official
Edmon Burgher Sr. died
Wednesday.
Burgher, 89, was the former
publisher of the Clay Qity
Tithes, a. weekly newspaper
founded by his father in 1896.
Burgher also was a former Clay
City mayor and postmaster.
Burgher grew up working at
the newspaper, originally called
the Spout Springs Times. As a
child, he helped his father "set
type, fold newspapers and run
the press.

753-9636
lowest in town
Drop Off
Bel Air Shopping Center. Laundry
Next to Storey's
Service

Telephone
4502)442-8074

lerSol

Radio Ihaek

CHARGE IT(MOST STORES)

Hurry In for Big Price Cuts!

SIMONE LE.
Tandy 1000 Computer

13" Color TV With Remote

Save nn900
$200 U0

TANDY

1000
o
z
sgts
i

By Radio Shack

Save $100

Was 1199.00 in 1985 Cat. RSC-14
Low As $46 Per Month On CitiLine*

•
an•

•t4

t.ttliSA

Monitor not included

Buy now at 25% off! Comb
filter processes the signal for
increased picture detail.
Wireless infrared remote for
handy armchair control.
Cable-ready tuner. #16-231
Diagonally measured

IBM/TM International Business Mach,nes Corp

• Low As $20 Per Month On CitiLine*

Batteries for remote extra

Phone Answering System

AM/FM Cassette Recorder
SCR-15 by Realistic'

DU6FONE'-TAD-112C by Radio Shack,

Save $60
7995
Reg. 139.95

Reg. 139.95

Answers with your taped
greeting, then records callers'
message. Remote lets you review your messages from any
phone. Call Monitor. #43-247

With Handy
Remote Control

Big stereo listening at 43%
off! Listen to tapes, record
off-the-air or "live" with
built-in mikes. StereoWide"'enhances stereo re-

• Battery for remote extra

"Road Emergency" CB Set

Color Computer System

Reg.
24.95

At this price, buy two
or three! "Hangs-up"
on any flat surface.
Touch-Tone dialing.
Adjustable ringer.
White, #43-503.
Brown, #43-504

Helps kids develop learning skills. Includes 64K Color Computer 2, cassette
player, Electronic Book,software pages
126-3127/3141.2541 12542 2543/2544,
209

By Realistic''.

DUOFONE-332 by Radio Shack

42%
Off

Superhet Radar Detector
Road Patrol XK T41 by Micronta

,

2995 3495

Save $30 and start enjoying quality cassette stereo! Mounts easily under dash.
End-of-tape auto-stop. #12-1803

40% Off
1495

Low As $20 Per Month On Cittline*

32-Number Auto-Dialer

Reg. 59.95

Save 11995
$40

Low As $20
Per Month
Reg. 159.95 On CitiLine*

Reg. 59.95

Automatically dials doctor, fire depart;
,
ment, police and up to 29 other numbers.
Switchable Touch-Tone/pulse dialing!
Memory protected if AC fails. #43-298

Save On Portable
Cassette Recorder

Handy AM/FM
Pocket Radio

CTR-70 by Realistic

By Realistic

Cut
38%

Detects speed radar even around corners
and over hills. #22-1608
Not offered where prohibited
Use may be regulated by state or local law

40-Watt Autosound
Booster/Equalizer
By Realistic

40 I

After serving as a rental
clerk, secretary and assistant
director, Mrs. Griffith became
the agency's executive director
In 1960.
She had been a director of the
Kentucky Housing and
Redevelopment Association and
a member of the National
Association of Housing and
Redevelopment Officials.
Services will be Friday at
Christ the King Catholic Church.

CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla.
received so far despite the
(AP) — Challenger's astronauts
failure of the main science tool,
flew circles around a small
a $60 million device designed to
satellite today and fired an elecprecisely point four telescopes
tron beam at it as they sped • at the sun.
through an invisible elecBut three of the telescopes, ustromagnetic ocean in Earth's
ing independent, less accurate
upper atmosphere.
tracking systems, were able to
The fly-around tests could
zero in on the sun and one of
give scientists a better
them on Wednesday recorded a
understanding of the complex
massive nuclear explosion on
processes occurring in the atthe surface.
mosphere, especially in a region
Mission . manager Rby C.
called the ionosphere which
Lester
said computer specialists
transmits radio signals from
on the ground still were hopeful
Earth around the globe.
they could develop a program to
The data will add to a harvest
correct the pointing system.
of scientific information being
gathered by the seven
The 6%-foot satellite, called
astronauts as they continue' PDP, for plasma diagnostic
their study of the sun, stars,
package, was lifted out of
galaxies and the atmosphere.
Challenger's cargo by by the
Scientists reported they were
ship's 50-foot robot arm and
extremely pleased with the data
dropped into a separate orbit.

988
Reg. 15.95

SI

• 1

lo

Take it out to the ball game!
Features ceramic filters to sharpen
reception and cut signal
.
-interference. Earphone included.
#12-636 Battery extra . •

Van Buren

Wife's Phone Pal Is Wrong
Number in Husband's Book
DEAR ABBY:Several months ago
I dialed a wrong number and found
myself talking to a man with a great
voice and charming manner of
speaking. (I'll call him H.) He must
have liked my voice, too, because we
got into a conversation and discovered many mutual interests. Our
conversation ranged from serious to
hilarious. I told H. my real name
and he told me his, and we exchanged telephone numbers. Now
we call each other once or twice a
week to chat.
I am married with children, which
I told H. right off the bat. He's
divorced and has a girlfriend.(We
are the same age.)
I told. my husband about our
telephone conversation, and also
that I have no intentions of meeting
the man,so it is perfectly harmless.
My husband believes that even
though I have no intentions of
meeting H., I am out of line to
pursue this telephone friendship. In
fact, he has asked me to discontinue
it. My husband has no reason to
mistrust me,but I agreed to go along
with his wishes in order to prevent a
rift in our relationship.- I believe I
have done nothing wrong and it's
unfair of him to deny me the pleasure
of talking to H.
What do you think?
WAITING TO HEAR

45% 2995
Off Reg. 54.95
Booster dramatically increases
power output, 5-band equalizer lets
you boost or cut response up to 12
• dB at exact frequencies. Five-level
LED power meter. #12-1865

ing the telephone conversations
between you and H. Nor do I
fault him for requesting that
they be discontinued. How would
you feel if your husband became
charmed by a woman with a
great telephone voice, and he
continued to call her and receive
calls from her?
The most honorable people
encounter enough temptations
accidentally. Why look for
trouble?

seem to help. I would even undergc
surgery to lower this high-pitched
voice if I had to.
I am at the end of my rope. Please
help me.
SOUNDS LIKE A GIRL
DEAR SOUNDS:If your highpitched voice is not due to some
physical abnormality, a voice
coach may be able to help. Or
contact the National Association
for Hearing and Speech Action,
10801 Rockville Pike,Rockville,
Md.20852.The toll-free number
is (800) 638-8255; in Maryland,
call (301) 897-8682. The above
agency can provide you with the
name of a certified professional
in your area who deals with the
causes of abnormal speech and
how to correct it if possible.

...Canna retroNing credrt from Citibank Payment may vary depending upon balance

PRICES APPLY AT PARTICIPATING STORES AND DEALERS

DEAR ABBY: ^I'm a 30-year-old
man with if problem that seems'to
be getting worse as time goes by.
The problem is my voice. I sound
like a woman. I'm so tired of people
thinking (an asking if) l'inIgay. I
make a conscious effort to lower my
voice when I talk, but that doesn't
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DEAR FILTHY FINGERS:
Perhaps if enough readers in-

quire about it, some action will
be taken or some answers provided. In the meantime, I don't
want to initiate a smear campaign concerning this annoying
and common problem.
•••,.

Check Your Phone Book for the Rados noel% Store or Dealer Nearest You

13.
ha
sti
an

DEAR ABBY: You will probably
not print what I have to say, but at
least I will get this off my chest.
Before I read my newspaper, I put
on a pair of rubber gloves and a
plastic apron,as the black ink comes
off onto my hands and the garment
I'm wearing. Needless to say, this is
not very comfortable, but it's
necessary.
I am enclosing a pair of new
rubber gloves to show you the condition they are in after reading my
newspaper.The apron is in the same
condition. Filthy!
Can't something be done about
this?
FILTHY FINGERS

•••

A mesa.or TANDY CORPORATION

(.

By Abigail

DEAR WAITING: I do not
blame your husband for resent-

1.01.4,11•111/Pc

••••

Built-In Electret Mike
Big savings on our best slim-style
cassette recorder! Auto-level control, cue/review, end-of-tape autostop. #14-1050-Battenes extra

member of the Lexington
Municipal Housing Commission
staff in 1937 when Lexington's
first housing projects, Blue
Grass Park and Aspendale,
were opened.

ET-120 by Radio Shack

Reg. Separate
Items 374.65

TV
extra

"Mini' Car Cassette

HALF
PRICE

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Connie Reister Griffith, whose
work with the Lexington Housing Authority led to an apartment complex being named
after her, died Tuesday at
Humana Hospital Lexington.
Mrs. Griffith, who was 75,
worked for the loco,' housing
authority for about 35 years, ineluding 15 years as assistant
director and 13 years as executive director. She left the
agency as executive director
and secretary-treasurer in 1973.
Connie Griffith Manor, a
10-story, 197-unit complex for
low-income elderly people,
opened in 1969.
Mrs. Griffith became a

1-Piece
Touch-Tone
Telephone

Save
$100
27465

Cut
25%
With Case
Place antenna on roof, plug 12VDC
adapter into lighter socket, and you're on
the air. With travel case. #21-1506

Connie Griffith died Tuesday

With 5" Woofers and
Solid-State Tweeters

By Radio Shack

Reg. 79.95

mayor from 1959 to 1961. He was
an alternate delegate to the
Democratic National Convention in 1960.
Surviving are his wife, May
Carter Hovermale Burgher; a
daughter, Lorraine Kaufman of
Louisville; a son, Edmon
Burgher Jr. of Florida; three
stepdaughters; a stepson; a
sister; nine grandchildren; and
10 stepgrandchildren.
Funeral will be Friday at
Salem Baptist Church in Estill
County.

alISM. #14-785 Batteries extra

TRC-412 by Realistic

5995

He was the paper's assistant
editor from 1910 to 1925. Later,
from 1925 to 1933, he worked at
the Cynthiana Democrat as shop
foreman. Burgher was Clay
City's postmaster from 1938 to
1939, a railroad.
, postal_ clerk
from 1939 to 1941 and a rail clerk
for the U.S. Postal Service from
1946 to 1959.
He returned to the Clay City
Times ill 1959 as its publisher
and headed the newspaper until
1964.
Burgher was Clay City's

Astronauts fly around PDP

299953:795

New low price! Runs same programs as higher-priced IBM PC!
Includes DeskMate software for
word processing, spread-sheet
analysis, telecommunications, appointment calendar, electronic filing and mail. #25-1000
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Browns Water Quality Systems

Owner
Jackie C. Brown
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(Getting married? Send for Abby's
new,updated,expanded booklet,"How
to Bay,a Lovely Wedding." Send you/
name and address clearly printed witk
•check or money order for $2.00 and s
long,stamped(39 cents)eelf-addreseet
envelope to: Dear Abby, Noddies,
Booklet; P.O. Box 38933, Hollywood
Calif. 90038.)
••••••••••••.--k
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DR.GOTT
Peter
Gott, M.D.

Be flexible
in working out
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT - I go to a gym.
where I follow an organized regimen.
They suggest going every other day.
Would there really be a negative
effect if I went every day?
DEAR READER - There is a current belief that during strenuous
exercise, muscles actually break
down and require a day of rest to
build up. This may be true for people
who are committed to a weightlifting
program, but for average adults who
-exercise, a prescription for alternateday activity is unnecessary.
Organized exercise regimens were
Public Service Supervisor Scott Seiber provides an overview of TVA
programs for professional developed to work certain muscle
resource managers and administrators from !Sepal, Sri Lanka, Pakistan,
Senegal, Mexico, BamakoRepublic of Mali, and the People's Repbulic of China. The University of
Tennessee is conducting a
4-week course in Ecological Approaches to Resource Management for the 12
member international
delegation.

THURSDAY, AL GEST 1, 1-985

groups. If the gym instructors insist
that you do "one day on. one day off"
exercises, you can use the "off" day
to participate in other activities, such
as running or swimming. However,
you may be able to alter your ritual
so as to spend one day working on
your upper body: the next working on
your lower
However, you need not defer working out every day_ What you need is
variety. Perhaps your instructors are
apprehensive that you will become
bore, with following-their regimen
and will stop altogether - but you
won't if you enjoy out-of-gym
exercise as well.
DEAR DR. GOTT - My boyfriend
had walking pneumonia. How does
that differ from real pneumonia?
DEAR READER - He probably
had "real" pneumonia - but he was
walking around with it. Some forms
of lung infection are so severe that
they are life-threatening. Other, less
serious types cause symptoms no
more disabling than a slight cough
and a low-grade fever. Like any infection, pneumonia runs the gamut from
mild to advanced. There seems to be
more walking pneumonia these days
becaus.e, thanks to antibiotics, fewer
patients have to go to bed or enter the
hospital, The "real" pneumonia you
refer to - with oxygen tents. deliri-
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urn and intravenous fluids - is not
the standard picture in young adults
anymore. In fact, many people with
pneumonia may not even know they
have it until they see a doctor and
have X-rays_
Nonetheless, please make sure your
boyfriend takes care of himself and
gets plenty of rest If you develop a
cough or fever, see a doctor, your
irtend was contagelus. •
-DEAR DR. GOTT = A friend of
mine developed trench mouth
because of stress. What is this" How
is it treated?
DEAR READER - Trench mouth
is not caused solely by stress. except
to the degree that stress interferes
with nutrition and good dental
hygiene. Trench mouth goes by the
tongue-twisting name of necrotizing
ulcerative gingivostomatitis It is
caused by a particular.type of infection and usually responds to dental
corrective measures Antibiotics are
rarely necessary and the infection is
not generally considered to be contagious.
Send your questions to Dr Gott at
PO Box '91428. Cleveland. OH 44101
Due to volume of mail, individual
questions cannot be answered Questions..-bf general. -interest will be
answered in future columns
1.NTE.1-WHISE ASS\

Nation steered from imported oil

Firefighters taken for hospital evaluation
LOUISVILLE, Ky. Resins Plant Wednes(AP) - There were no day night.
Maj. Pete Wright of
serious injuries, but 16
the Louisvillis' Fire
Louisville firemen were Department said
the
taken to the hospital for chem
ical
evaluation after coming
epichlorohydrin, used in
in contact with a
resin processing, is
chemical following a highly flammable and
vapor release from the highly irritating.
Celanese Specialty
Wright said the

firefighters and some
workers at the plant
were taken to Humana
Hospital-University for
evaluation after two
firemen complained of
skin irritation but none
of those examined was
admitted.
There was no evacua-

tion order, but some
residents in the area of
the plant at 1515 S. 11th
St. left their homes for a
time, officials said.
In addition to the
vapor release, a quantity of the liquid chemical
was also spilled, Wright
said, but caused no
serious problem.

Brooks Chapel revival starts Aug. 4
Brooks Chapel United Friday, Aug. 9.
Methodist Church,
The Rev. Eulas
located off Highway Greer,, pastor of the
church, will be the
speaker for the services

at 7 p.m. each evening. Special music will be
featured at each set.vice. A potluck supper
will be served on Friday

at 6 p.m.
The public is invited
to attend the services
and supper, a church
spokesman said.

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS

Rev. Eulas Greer
1346 east of Dexter, will
have revival services
starting Sunday. Aug. 4,
and continuing through

Palestine church
to hold reN iN al
during next %seek
Revival services at
Palestine United
Methodist Church will
start Sunday, Aug. 4.
and continue through
Thursday, Aug. 8.
The Rev. Bob Dotson,
pastor of South Pleasant
Grove United Methodist
Church, will be the
speaker for services at 6
p.m. Sunday and 7:30
p.m., Monday through
Thursday.
A potluck supper will
be served on Thursday.
Aug. 8, at 6:30-p.m. The
congregation and the
pastor, the Rev. Marvin
L. Napier, Invite the
public to attend.

36 Mending
39 World War II
theater: init.
40 Comely
41 Obscure
43 Printer's
measure
44 Isle: abbr.
45 Renowned
47 Part of leg
50 Nobleman
51 Tear
54 Auricle
55 Chemical
compound
56 High card
57 Inquire
58 Explode
59 Evergreen
shrub

1 Everyone
4 Essence
9 Conducted
12 Confederate
general
13 Soft woolen
fabric
14 The self
15 Metal
16 Pintail duck
17 Rant
18 Halts
20 Sun god
21 Saint: abbr.
23 Spanish gold
24 Glossy fabric
28 Strike
30 Affectionate
32 Word of sorrow
34 Arabian
garment
35 Face of clock

DOWN
1 In music, high
2.Hawaiian
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WASHINGTON (AP)
- The House voted
overwhelmingly to effectively abolish the
Synthetic Fuels Corp.
and bring to a halt a
five-year effort
hampered by falling
energy prices to wean
the nation away from
imported oil.
On a 312-111 vote and
with almost no debate
Wednesday, the House
adopted an amendment
to an Interior Department appropriations bill
taking back all but $500
million of the corporation's $7.9 billion fund

for subsidizing plants
that convert coal and
shale into liquid and gas
fuels. .
The- Senate has not
taken a similar step.
Rep. Philip Sharp, DInd., who with Rep.
Silvio Conte, R-Mass.,
was the Chief sponsor of
the bill, said the legislation tnvisions eventually turning that $500
milli n over to the
Enery Department for
conti ued research on
synth tic fuels.

SFC, which was
establised in 1980 as
part of a $20 billion effort to develop synthetic
fuels as a response to a
tripling of world oil
prices, was debated by
the House during a procedural vote last week.
Through that 251-179
vote a week ago, the

House overturned its
normally powerful
Rules Committee and
demanded a chance to
scuttle the synfuels program as part of an $8.3
billion appropriations
bill for the Interior
Department and several
other agencies next
year.

The abolition of the
quasi-governmental

Federal Stale Market 5eu• Semler
Augteet I , 19/45
hemlock% Purchaw Area Hog Market
Report Include. ei Hu4ing Station.
Receipt.: %rt. 192 FM. 5.1.0 Barren..
& Out.. full'. Mead% Sou. 010,11%
Mead."
1.5 1 2 210 2411 lb..
4.42.00-42.50
42.71

210 lb.
lb..
lb.
I 3 4 2.50

S I 2 21111
2 .1 210.2.141
2.111
SON.
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441 .11111 42.1111
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I', 12 2711:15,11
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I 3 3111.4.141

lb.
1.1.
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Check Our Homeowner Rates
In Town
Brick
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All Prices Include H.0..3. A •'100 Decl.
Amt.
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260"
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nu.

77,'N •

The three,' r,te,. iC !.1.'TSCP11% ur dzesel eminne senner1- _
qutet. a,well t'uo' ori.. cr.!
Thc BO24al, ha- othe- •pc,alleaturc.11,11 A h%draalt.: pc,.
three-pnTnt hd.h. roc! .,r1,1 rear 0 ply- 4 ,:holcr of too- or •

IEEE 1111111111111111
10 111
MIN MEM= ENE
MINI MIME MINIM
111111=111 UU
ilia 11E11 11111■11111111
11111111 111111111111111111•11
HEIM
•M111111111111111111111 MIN
11111111111111M
EN
U. 1111111•1111.
11111111111
MIMI
NMI WM= 11111111
NMI 111M11111111 111111111

7 M ure
8 Again: prefix
9 Meadow
10 Urge on
11 Female deer
17 Evaluated
19 As far as
20 Cheer
21 Keen
22 Masonic
doorkeeper
24 Norms
25 Great Lake
26 Raise the
spirit of
27 Synthetic
material
29 Bind
31 Japanese sash
33 Glossy fabric
37 Possessive
pronoun
38 Boring tool
42 Myself
45 Equitable
46 Strong, low cart
47 Ocean
48 Possesses
49 Irritate
50 Large bird
52 Frozen water
53 Church bench
55 Hebrew month

So pi a neo

SHIM
BOY D
I nsti ra ficc
A gency

".:thin t :11(e it w-L.

(.7;ving
You
mcKeel Equipment Co
k \Yeary'
51
i
1934 — 1985

302 . 12th
753-5842

MURRAY
503 WALNUT — 753-3062
PADUCAH — JULIA ST. —1144-0110

Tony Boyd

Mar-Kei Lighting Factory Outlet

2S01 Off
LAMPS & ACCESSORIES

PtEASED TO INviTI YOU
TO IT SFOplAi OPENING
THURSDAY AUGUST

•XA v

1985

TOS 3CP 44

Buy One Item at Regular Price and Receive a 25%
Discount on Any Other Item of Equal Value —
Plus Our Already Wholesale Prices
WE HAVE A TABLE OF SPECIALLY PRICED LAMPS
La. go Lamps

OFFERING AN itirTINC.;
AND BEAUTIFOI COI:ECTION
OF lADIES FASNIO&S 940E5

'18"
- Come in Browse

AND ACCESSORIES

502 885 3507

ng

KUBOTA

K`
,
14 1:16201'

where.% or rh..re , gren,
grnu ing ander %.o.r:

Entire Stock

BANISTERS FASHION BOUTIQUE

: ••

dr.t e

10 .ork.

wreath
3 Part of eye
4 Soak up
5 Ephemeral
6 Stalemates

.1C.71 gra“

I-11.0,ton

rWith

Shades
All Colors

I

Small Lamps

S950

Compare Quality and Prices —

Mar-Kel Lighting's Factory Outlet Store
lakeway Village Shopping Center
Poroc TN

Hwy 79 E
9(1 1 h.!? '

Mon -Sot 10 a m Iii S p m
Closed Sunday

/5.1

f

71,
4.

•
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CLASSIFIEDS

Wirray Ledger & Times
OM
AL

2

Notice

2

Notice

1

Legal

5

Lost. and Found

6. Help Wanted

10. Business Opportunity

24. Miscellaneous . 32. Apts for Rent

FOUND 3 Cocker

2 PAIR white 'band 1 & 2 BR apt. near
NO CREDIT
Spaniels, blonde, 2 EXPERIENCED FARM manager job or shoes, size 8- $5, size 5 or downtown Murray.
America's
Notice To
• puppies Sr mother.
on licensed plumbers. partnership for 1986. 25 6- $2. Ludwig Snare Adults only. Call 753CHECK'
Newest
Hwy. 94 east. Call after Project location Fulton, years experience crops drum & case, good 4109, 762-6650, or 436Creditors
LIMITED OFFER MC VISA
'Tn. Phone 901-479-2311.
& livestock. 1-235-5027.
6p.m. 759-4886.
condition. $150. See at 2844.
Party Plan
The
Following
Reciev• a MasterCard or Visa
LOST in vicinity of LOOKING for someorie WTLL do babysitting in 1400 Vine. 753-4783.
1 & 2 BR furnished
creed card regerdless of your
Christmas around
Estate Fiduciary Ap- Jerry's Restaurant
my
electrical
with
home,
infant
&
plumto
5
.
Daft credo history or present
FIREWOOD, Seasoned apartments, lease &
bing
years
license
interested
age.
of
Call
the
world,
pointments
hiring
Have
antique gold wediii-ing
mar del statue...
hardwood; split and de- deposit. adults, no pets.
iNo Savings
home makers to - Been Made In The band. Reward. Doris in sublabor on an apar- 753-0370.
livered $25 a rick. RC & R Call 753-9208 after 4p.m.
tment
job.
Account Required
interested
If
Calloway
,A-griculture Endemonstrate
District Rose. 1603 Keenland
BR furnished apt..
contact Sammy Robins 1 4 . Want to Buy
GUARANTEED'
Call 753-3690.
trenpreners. Call 901-247- partial utilities pd.
Christmas
Court.
decora
All
Claims
Construction
with
SerFor application call
country 5185. Best firewood in Couple preferred. 307 N.
vices. Milan, Tn. 8 "TRUE
tions. Good pay. Can
Against These Estates
CREDIT
hard's. Will pay market town..
5th St. No pets.
901-686-8307.
Should Be Filed With
earn at least '8 an
1 800 6376680
prices. Ellis Popcorn I-ION office desk & APARTMENT I6cated 1
babysitter
NEED
a
1/2
hour, 12 weeks,
The- Fiduciary Within
(toll treel
swivel chair, 3 years block from downtown
a day for kindergarden Company 753-5451.
part-time. Free '300
Six Months Of Date Of
child at North Elemen- GOOD used 4 row old, tan walnut top. Call shops & sevices. Call
rOSMETOLOGI by
753-3921.
753-9251 days or 753-0662
Kit -No investment.
Qualification.
tary, prefer in my home combine. Call 435-4487.
LaDora, a new hair
No collecting No
de must have own tran- WANTED: electronic JULY clearance sale. nights.
Coy E. Rye. 404
Yellow Collar
salon. Cuts $5. perms
sportation. Call 753-0298 junk CB's, computers, Used riding mowers- .10 FURNISHED apartdelivery. Call Carlene
North Fifth Street,
$25. shampoo set $5.
amps, satellite re- HP Case, 8 HP Sears. 11 ments, 1 or 2 BED753-470
3
Day
after 6p.m.
Lovell,
manicure $3 50
Murray.
Ky.
ceivers. LNA trans- HP Gilson, 154 Cub ROOM. Also, sleeping
ORGANIST
needed
for
753-990
9 Nite both Sam & llam Sun- mitters, radio's.
753-0658. Closed Wed
502 333 6951 or
DECEASED Cecil B.
etc. Lo-Boy, 12 HP M-F, 10 rooms. Zimmerman
TODDLER Day Care
HP J.D. 7 HP Snapper. apartments, S. 16th,
write Rt 1, Sturgis,
Farris. 708 Sycamore
REWARD!
day Church Services, to Jo's Palace.
has openings for I•
All the above at special 753-6609.
apply call 753-3876 from 15.
Ky 42459
Street,
Mtirra:%'.
Ky.
Articles for Sale
toddler 8z 1- 4 yr old
discount prices. See FURNISHED, extra
Sam-12pm.
Executor
Stephen C.
Call 753-2555
Keith at Stokes Tractor- nice, large 3 room apt.
SALM over 19 years
Sanders, Main &
753-1319.
Neat, Hospital 8z UnFOR
SALE
age?
Have
pleasant
OAK & Hickory iversity. Couple or
Seventh Street, Mur- Mo.
appearance, good with
Sanyo
VCR
firewood,
4400
$27.50
rick
graduate student
Ky. Attorney
people? Earn while you
Jim Suiter & ray,
delivered. Call 436-2778.
preferred. Heat & water
learn a new and excitBeta Cassette ODD
Sally
Katherine
Murray Rental
doors- $10.00 each. furnished. No pets or
ing career. Resort on
Jerry Henry will Bonner. Route 5.
Recorder, like Damaged roll roofing- children. Private. 753Lake Barkley now hir& Sales
in
our Box446, Murray, Ky.
be
a roll & up. 8756 or 753-3415.
ing. Call Mr. Frost for
new,
used four $6.00
American made nails ONE bedroom
DECEASED David
Is now taking apappointment 502-924showroom
times. $200.00. size 8-20, $16.00 for 50 ment, furnished, ApartBonner. Route #1. Box
5814.
adjoinplications for partlbs. Paschall Salvage, ing college. Call
from 6:30-8:00 128, Murray. Ky. AdSOMEONE to stay with
753-3134.
Phone
753-7952
time shop work
Hazel,
498-8964.
elderly
lady, room/ONE bedroom apartMon., Tues., ministrator Stephen
PATIENT lift, wheel ment for
Apply in person
board free. No ,-after 5 p.m.
rent in PanSanders, Main &
chair,
breathing
Thurs.,
Fri.
housework. Call 753o rama Shores,
between 7 a.m. &
machine
and
suction
Seventh Street. Mur48
SOLID
oak table, 4
2770.
lakeview, fireplace.
PURDOM
5 p.m., Friday at
ray. Ky. Attorney
WANTED tobacco cut- ladder back chairs, machine $500 or will sell Partially furnished.
seperately.
474-8820.
mahogany
208 E Main St
stain. Call
MOTORS, INC.
ting help, experience.
Lease, deposit required.
J.T. Bonner. Route
6
Help Wanted
POLARCRAFT John No children or pets.
753-8857.
Olds Root Cad Bark
Call 492-8411.
5. Box 446, ,Murray,
boat
tilt
trailer, 25 436-2484.
WPITIMPUUM-frl. .
COOK & counter
Ky. 42071 - DECEASrefrigerator with tex- Johnson. Honda MB-5 TAKING applications
positions available at 9. Situation Wanted
motorcycle.
Good used for Section 8.
ED David Bonner, Druther's Restaurant.
OORKEEPING at tured steel door, only
Rent
trucks. Will trade. 753- Subsidized apt.
Route #1. Box' 128. Apply in person.
1, 2 or 3
home, accounts re- $8.00 per week. Rudolph
9872.
Goodyear
753-0595.
BR.
Apply
Hilldale
Murray, KN'. 42071 Ad- DOMINO'S Pizza is now ceivable, accounts
WHIRLPOOL heavy RAILROAD ties, 3 Apts., Hardin, Ky.
ministrator Stephen taking applications, in- payable, for small busgrades,
$7,
$9
&
$12.
Call
duty
washer
E
qual
with
4
side & delivery per- iness. 527-8432 after
Housing
Sanders, Main &
cycles, only $6.00 per 753-2905 or 435-4343.
Opportunity.
sonnel needed. Apply in 5p.m.
ROTO.Hoe
Seventh Street, Mur- person after 4p.m. at
Rear
Tine
week.
Rudolph
tIPSTAIRS apt. partly
XPERIENCED day
Tillers going at close furnished. Call Joe
ray, Ky. Attorney
810 Chestnut. No phone care worker will do Goodyear, 753-0595.
out
prices
Absolute
Net
Lancaster 753-4615 after
calls please.
baby sitting for working
Ann P. Wilson
16. Home Furnishings
Cost, 5 HP and 8 HP. 5p.m.
AR N extra cash!!! mother, infant up to 5
Circuit Court Clerk
Check
our
price
before
WANTED female to
Demonstrators needed years. MATCHING couch &
you buy for fall use! See share apartment
to show toys & gifts. 6:30a.m.-5: 30p.m . 759- chair. $75. Call 489-2543.
with
at
Stokes
Tractor
753- female nursing student.
Home Party plan until 1489.
MUST sell 3-piece bed1319.
Dec. Earn extra
Completely furnished at
room suite with box
2
Notice
10. Business Opportunity spring & mattress. SEASONED firewood. E mbassy Apts
Christmas money, work
your own hours & meet
couch le chair. oak, hickory, mixed Roommate pays half of
a lot of people. Free kit!
"Cheap". Call 759-1376 hardwoods $30/rick rent. utilities & deposit.
$1,0000°
OWN YOUR OWN
delivered. Min. order 2 Paducah 554-5936 or
For more information
after 5p.m.
PRINTING BUSINESS
CASH REWARD
call 492-8261 evenings.
OAK watebed & dres- ricks. Call John Hover 753-8323.
No
Experience
For
information
EASY ASSETYMLY
ser. 2- 3 piece bedroom 753-0338.
necessary, We provide
leading to the arrest of
WORK! $600.00-per 100.
suites. Refrigerator, SLAB wood in bundles
training, equipment, locaperson(s) and
or
Guaranteed payment.
washer, dryer, TV., delivered. 901-584-3306 33. Rooms for Rent
tion, advertising and
recovery of property
No experience.Yno
dining table & chairs. after 7p.m. Charley ROOMS for girls or
everything necessary for a
Tubbs Sawmill,
taken by those per
sales. Details send self753-2621.
successful
printing
boys near 'university
son(s) in the break in of
addressed stamped enWHIRLPOOL -heavy Camden, Tn.
business
Call 753-8146 or-753-9894.
WHIRL
POOL
the Waugh residents in
velope: Elan Vital- 332,
We have many plans
duty dryer with 3 temp
3418 Enterprise Rd., Ft.
available to help you
Sherwood Forest Subd
selections, only $4.00 microwave oven with 34. Houses for Rent
700
watts cooking
Pierce, Fl. 33482.
If interested write POEt
per week. Rudolph
on July 15th, 1985
power, only $4.50 week. 1-4 BDRM., 2 bath.
157, Jackson. Missouri
EXCELLENT income
Goodyear, 753-0595.
Your anonymity will be
Rudoph Goodyear, 753- appliances. Near MSU.
63755
for home assembly
or
phone
protected
$400/month & deposit.
0595.
314,243-8596
19.
Farm
Equipment
work.
For
info
call
"Stociaocionleeeeeeeeyi
753-3006.
759 1049
504-646-0315
Ext.
A-719.
•
RAIN bins for sale: 2- 26. TV Radio
3 BR, 2 bath, 2 car
10,000 bushel Butlers, 1garage, central air, gas
18,000 bushel Butler. 4heat. Camelot subdivi•OU STAR.T FUTT,NG
5,000 bushel bins. Also
sion. Rent $425 plus
AREA MANAGER
'A 600r MANAGER
1975 .Chevrolet C-60 with , Immediate opening lot a
deposit: Available Aug.
-NOUR WC To iT WE'RE
NEVER RESORTS
mature individual to supervise
dump bed-. Contact
10th. 753-9428 or 442-0288
ALL IN TROUBLE!
TO SARCASM:
others in this area _Salary.
Rhodes Supply Co. at
evenings.
comm
could total over
Cuba, Ky. 382-2185.
XTRA nice 3 BR home
'40,000 lest yew... No asp
IRRIGATION equipnecessary, no age limit Out
with double carport &
ment. A cloud burst
product
is
world
storage area, large
famous Qualified applicant
traveling gun, 660 ft.
patio, double concrete
will be flown to Fla office for
with 41/2" holes. 1250
driveway, central air,
training at our expense Must
aluminum
ft. 6"
pipe.
storm door & window.
have '2,900 defundablei cash
413 Chrysler industrial
deposit to cover your samples.
Recently redecorated.
pumping unit set-up
supplies. etc For free details
Located near MSU.
with propane & safety
call collect
Dishwasher, garbage
gauges. Also used 4 & 5
Jim
disposal, refrigerator,
Clancy
inch aluminum pipe,
stove all included. Rent
305/423-5763
Mark 33 EZ Rain, Ford
$400 per month with $200
6 cylinder pumping unit
deposit. Call 753 3807 or
with Burkley pump.
27 Mobile Homes for Sale 753.8477.
435-4237.
TOBACCO sticks, top- 10x30 1 BR mobile LARGE 1 BR house,
per for short wheel base home, needs repair, single or couple, no
truck, wheat straw hay. $1200. Small pull cam- pets. One year lease.
753-3913 before 9p.m.
Call 435-4383
per, $600. 2- 100 amp
service poles. $100 each 36. For Rent or Lease
or best offer on all
25x60 BUILDING, ideal
1969
Twin above. Call 753-8780.
HOUSE trailer for sale, for service business
Screw Mack 55x10. Can be seen at Call 489-2761 after 6p.m.
Midway Trl. Pk. 641
Cab over trac- South.
38. Pets-Supplies
[AM CAT, HEAR ME ROAR,
PERHAPS I SHOULD
I AM TOO BIG TO IGNORE
tor
truck.
238
1R1767
TelrT1
CONSIDER A
nice
i-double ARC German Shepherd
mobile home. For puppies, black & tan.
CAREER CHANGE
Detroit Diesel, wide
more information call excellent blood lines.
10
Very good with chilspeed 753-7849 or 437-4931.
OLDER 2 BR mobile dren. Easily trained
transmission.
home on 1 acre with 901-247-3374 after 4p.m.
20x30 garage. Must see
$3,500°°
41. Public Sales
to appreciate, $16,000.
489-2189
GIANT yard sale. BusPhone 753-4506.
OR rent. 12x52 mobile iness books, clothes.
home, shed, septic tank shoes, beds, chests.
& well. Very reasona- dressers, bedroom
22. Musical
suites, couches, chairs.
ble. Call 753-5536.
BUNDY flute, quality RELOCATE must sell- refrigerator, ranges.
band instrument, al- 12x70, 2BR, 11/2 baths, dryers, suntan oil &
most new, $200. Call living room, kitchen, lotion at $1.00 & $1.25
ARE YOU
YOU GUYS
901-644-9077.
dining R., partly fur- 'bottle, antiques. SomeCOMING
ON
KIMBALL pianos & nished. "Good condition. thing for everyone.
WITH US,
WITHOUT
organs. Check our Storage R., closed in Trash & Treasure, 806
Coldwater Rd. 753-4569.
SARGE?
prices before you buy. B.porch, 18x24 screened
Thurman Furniture. 208 front P., carport,well,
Main St. Murray 753- storage building, satelBIG GARAGE
lite TV. 3 lots, security
4834.
light. Must see to apSALE
24. Miscellaneous
preciate. $14,000. Call
Fri. & Sat.
1 NEW A-81 Wheel 502-436-2913.
6 houses down on
Horse Demo- still with TRATLER for sale.
warranty. Save a 12x60, see Brandon Dills
New Providence
bunch. See Keith at Trailer Court. 753-91134.
Rd.
Watch for
Stokes Tractor 753-1319
28. Mobile Homes for Rent
signs off 121 S.
2 OR 3 BR. furnished,
Bicycles,
T.V.,
,fih/BE
NC'
AC/natural gas. Shady
WHIRLPOOL
'
T 4- -.ER
clothes, chainsaw,
Oaks 153-5209.
Air Conditioners
couch & chairs, toys,
29. Heating and Cooling
etc. 759-4636
5,000 B.T.U.

LOST
"BUSTER"

rt

r

r

r

31
8

38. Pets -Supplies
SHETLAND Sheepdogs. (Toy Collies).
ARC registered, sable &
white, w/pedigree. Ph.
502-354-8211.

go
Ca
A]
Po
we
752

41. Public Sales

YARD SALE

41

Office at Shady
Oaks Mobile Horne
Ct.
Thursday & Friday
8 a.m.-6 p.m.
Kitchen
items,
crocheted pieces,
maternity clothes,
boys infant clothes,
boys clothes, size 8
& 10, lots of misc.

a

0

ri

YARD
SALE
Fri. & Sat.
Until Noon
1203 Kirkwood

1

Something
for
everyone, weight
benches, stereo,
baby
items..
clothes, bicycles.

1
1

fc

YARD
SALE
Saturday 3rd.
9 to 4
314 N. 6th
Furniture, clothes,
marble lavatory,
kitchen ' goods,
Panasonic stereo,
typewriter, tv.

7

MI
94
sic

YARD
SALE
Friday
Only
7 till 5
816
N. 19th

lb
sig

tru
lar
of 1
old
col
ele
tn
ia

Patio Sale
Fri. Aug. 2nd
8 til 4
1913
Westwood Dr.

gla
sta
Hu
old
old
Br(
shc
tie,
fea
not

Need back to school
clothes, size 18 to
20. Excellent condition. Ladies clothing,
household items &
more.

Chi
on i
si

7 PARTY
YARD SALE
at New Concord
Across from Post
Office
Sat. Aug. 3rd
8 a.m.-7 p.m.
Ironware, childrens
clothing, toys, 20
Ferguson tractor,
lots more.

Yard Sale
Saturday
Aug. 3
7 a.m.-?

Li

Far,
Sou
left
NA•
6 ro
thal
Ter
pas

•

1564 Canterbury
Drive
Toys, clothes,
household items.

Go

$4.00 Per Week
10,000 B.T.U.
$6.50 Per Week
18,000 B.T.U.
$8.25 Per Week
25,000 B.T.U.
$10.75 Per Week
(With Approved
Credit)
UM,,FEEL LIKE„ I WA5 KICKE4
BY A AtruE,,,

ON 'JOUR JAW,,
LOOK5 LIKE A
DEATH", HEAD,

AIR conditioner, 20,000
BTU, used 2 seasons,
$200. Call 753-3143.
30. Business Rentals
4

Stow-A-Way
Mini warehouses
under
new
management.

Rudolph
, Goodyear
721°S. 12th
753-0595

Creekview
Self Storage,
Temporary No.
247-3538
•

cv
4(
Wi
f

4.4
!11111§

4t4er Cs.f TAW 1404017-0!
4

Anyone previously on
waiting list or needing
storage please call.

GET a Horse- Wheel
Horse of Cgurse. We
have a few new Wheel 31. Want . a Rent
.Horse mowers In stOck MSU professor &
at special close out . seeking nice 4 BR, 2
prices!. See Keith at bath home. Will conStokes TrOctoT. sider-large 3 BR home
758-1319.
753-4173.

2 Family
Yard Sale

F.

Sat. Aug. 3rd
7 until.?
1610 Belmont Dr.
Piano, table top
loom, portable'
camping toilet,
cameras, toys,
clothing, books,
typewriter,
&
much more.

2i
to a

01
on
Bi
has
Fi
to fl

to si
bad
sun
sale

Fern Terrace Lodge
of Murray
Has an Opening for an
Assistant Administrator
(1) High school graduate, some
college preferred.
(2) Previous health care experience
helpful
(31 Must enjoy working' directly
with residents and families.

aralowei
"MENNE=

Ss
at I.
A
reps

Send Resume to:
Fern Terrace Lodge
1505 Stadium View Drive
Murray, Kentucky 42071

TE

with

•

a•-•.11101441114at

•
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38. Pets-Supplies
38. Pets•Supplies
8 BEAGLE puppies. LABRADOR mix pupAlso, 2 year old male, pies need a home- Free.
good hunters or pet. 759-1484.
Call 753-0530 after 4p.m.
AKC registered 40. Produce
Pomeranian puppies, 6 PURPLE Hull peas.
weeks old, cream. Call $7.00 a bushel delivered.
753-5950, 753-9756.
Call 759-4799.

THt RSDAY, Al GI. ST 1, 1985

47. MOtorcycles
1874
AltrAHA 650
Special. $500. Good
condition. Call 753-7704.
1983 HONDA 250. like
new. Call-759-4165. .
1984 HONDA Shadow
500. windshield & luggage rack, 2 Fulmer
helmets, excellent condition. Runs great!
.$1650. 753-7312.
1984 YAMAHA 225DX
3-wheeler. Call 753-6546.
'79 KAWASAKI KZ406
LTD. new lettered tires.
Call 753-6996 after 5p.m

50. Used Trucks'

53. Services Offered.

53 Services Offered
53. Services Offered
GENERAL HOME
Metal Roofing &
REPAIR. 15 years ex
Painting
perience. Carpentry,
Siding
Interior & exterior.
concrele, plumbing,
1st quality White at
quality work. Comroofing, siding. NO JOB
$41.00 per square
petitive prices. Insured.
TO SMALL. Free es
through July 27th Cut
Over 16 years extimates. Days 753 6973,
to the inch pay only for
perience. Call Ralph
41. Public Sales
nights 474-2276.
41. Public Sales
what you get 5V metal
Worley 759-1050.
GUTTERING by Sears
at $26 95 per square
Sears continuous gut
5 1 .Campers
TREE work. Complete
Yard Sale
44. Lots for Sale
Wood's Farm
ters installed for, your
removal, , toonio1975 AINNEBAGO 24 specifications. Call
OR trade: Melrose
Center
Sat.
mming & siarap
ka-- re
Ft. Travel Trailer. air. Sears 753-2310 • for
.
subd., Draffenville. Ky.,
free
moved. Insured. Call
502-965-3176
awning.
Excellen
8-5
cont
estimate
.
6 miles from Ky. Lake.
753-0211.
dition. 753-6430.
Free delivery 25
Call 314/243-8596 for
510 S. 8th St.
WET BASEMENT? We
COLEMAN pop-up
Post Oak Road MOVING
more information.
squares and up.
make wet basements
camper, ac, 51000. 14 Ft.
REPAIRS
sale. Off 121
Clothes, sm.
dry. Work completely
4 miles off E. South on 893 New ProCB. TV and Stereos
Quachita Aluminum
49
GENER
AL
Used
mainte
Cars
n
45.
Farms
appliances,
MURRAY HOME A. AUTO
(Or Sale
Jon Boat, $200. Call
vidence Rd. Furniture
ance, roofing, painting guaranteed. Call or
94. Something applia
TRUE VALUE
write Morgan Connces, Ashley 128 ACRES in Calloway 1971 OLDSMOBILE, after 5p.m. 753-3273.
riding mower,
etc.
20 yrs. experience.
thstele Shopp.nq
struction Co. Rt. 2, Box
wood heater, 2-wheel County. 3 miles from 'good transportation,
for every one.
Free
estimat
es.
Call
753-2571
odds & ends.
409A, Paducah, Ky.
trailer and much more.
Dexter & 8 miles N. of $500. Call 753-2364 after 52. Boats-Motors
474-2330:
Friday & Sat.
42001 or call 1-442-7026.
16 FT. Summerset boat. J.L McKnight & Sons STUMP
Murray on 2000 ft. of 5p.m.
Canceled
if
REMO
VAL WILL do bush hogging.
blacktop road. 32 tilla- An PLYMOUTH Fury 140 hp Evinrtrie. motor. Sawmill on Poor Farm. S E-R-V-f C-E-.--"Tired
All Day
--. of Call 753-8590.
Moving Sale
rains.
ble acres & 96 acres of 2 dr, runs good, needs 1 owner, metallic blue, Rd. Buyer of standing unsightly
stumps and
woods rolling, small exhaust, $250. Call 436- swivel seats.• timber. Call 753-7528.
Thurs. & Fri.
WILL haul white rock,
mowing
around
them?
barn & 2 wells. Make a 5510.
walkthrough wind- JOINER'S complete We can emove
sand, lime, rip rap and
6 p.m.-8 p.m.
any
1974
PLYMO
reasonable offer. 219UTH Du- shield, $5000. 492-8429.
tree service, 32 yrs. stump and leave a fresh' masonary sand, coal,
Sat. 9 a.m. until ?
ster, chrome rocket 16 FT. fiberglass boat
926-2798.
dirt, gravel, fill sand
& experience. Also, seed bed with no dam
mags,
white letter tires, trailer. 40 h.p. Johnson. stumps mechani
33 ACRES in Cherry
$un. 12-5
cally age to surrounding Call Roger Hudson,
318
engine,
gold with tan like new. Call 436-2743.
Corner area, no
753-4545 or 753-6763.
removed 10" below lawn. Larry Wood 753
1809 Monroe
buildings, $40,000. See interior. Very de- FOR sale- tge cutest surface. Call 753-0366.
0211.
(Off N. 18th St.)
Burlin Woods or call pendable car. $800. little houseboat:en-Kew'.
LAWN mower & tiller SUMMER is here.
Thurs. & Fri.
753-73f2.
All kinds of furniture,
753-3625.
tucky Lake. 33 foot repair. Call Wayne or Bring your
mciwers
1976
FORD
Elite,
dishes,
ex•
Seagoi
linens.
ng
with
8 a.m. til 2 p.m.
large Kim Wilson 3 miles S. (riding
& push), tillers,
cellent
conditio
n.
Must
front
deck,
4 cyl. Volvo on 121. Phone 753-5086.
books, small ap46. Homes for Sale
chain saws, small ensell. Best offer. Call engine, air, shower
842 Hurt Street
*Boxing
, LICENSED Electrician gines and welding to
pliances & clothing.
759-9510.
radios,
tape player, for residential
Baby clothes, Jean
*Farmi
Moody'
ng
s
Repair
for
and
Ranch Style Brick
excellent condition. commer
cial. Heating their tune up and overElectric
*Barn
Motors
Posts
1977
CUTLAS
S
Supreme
Under
10 acres 3 miles E.
$10,000. See at
43. Real Estate
Oldsmobile, V-6, air, Town & Country Marina and air condition, gas haul. Cherry Corner
CB's, Glassware
*Fence
Pond & woods. 9sture
installation and repair. Road, 753-5668. Free
power
brakes
&
or
BANK
power
618-524-2533.
of Murray & Fm
for horses. 3 R. 2B.
lot junk.
Phone 753-7203
pickup & delivery. Work
Posts
steering
,
tilt
&
H.A. repossessed procruise, SAILBOAT, 11- "ft. Snark
2300 sq. ft/2 car gar.
Guaranteed.
*Treat
ed
350
Lumber
transmis
sion.
perties. Other listings,
Real "Mayflower", complete
$79,500
TREES trimmed or
rod condition. 492-8613.
Murray-Calloway Co.
with trailer and acWoodworks by
*Meta
l
Roofin
g
753-4160
removed. Also, yard
1977 TRIUMPH Spit cessories. Holds up to 3
Realty, 304 N. 12th St.
Cabin Creek
*Farm Hardware
work.
Experi
enced.
Fire, good condition. or 4 adults. Call
753-8146 or Ron Talent 2
NE* 3 BR, 2 bath Call
Free estimates. Call
Handcrafted Furniture
759-9960.
753-9894.
753-9752.
houses priced in 60's.
MOICE 35 Acres lake M st see to appreciate. 1978 BUICK Century SAILBOAT for safe. San 8. Accessories - Repairs 436-2690.
& Refinishing. Call
front property on main
Fri. & Sat.
an secure financing station wagon, 305 cubic Juan 21 boat, motor,
Aluminum
753-0079 or 759-9654.
inch, loaded, good con- trailer main JIB, $3500.
body of lake. Over 600 for qualified
Sat. Aug. 3
121 South to Locust
buyer. Call dition.
feet of water frontage
Must sell, mos- Call 753-9994.
753-3903
after
Servi
4:30.
ce Co.
Grove
Church
a.m.Road.
7
4 p.m.
ing overseas, $1800. Call SKI boat. 16 ft. with 120 MITCH
long black top ro
3 BR, 2 bath brick, acre
Aluminum and vinyl
ELL Paving
Turn
right
759-9212.
go
1
access
/
1
2
(Ky.
h.p.
19r8)
inboard/outboard Sealing striping, repair
3 miles east of
lot, well insulated, new
siding. Custom trim
Industrial Drive
Southeast of MtIray roof,
mile. Follow signs.
built-in BBQ pit, 1978 CUTLASS, black, engine. Excellent & complete asphalt
work. References.
Murray on Hwy.
Murray, KY
near
Pine
factor
y
Bluff.
T-Top,
mechan
Suita- patio. 753-2499 after
tilt.
ical shape, installation. All jobs,
Atari game, TV,
Call Will Ed Salley,
Phone 759-1099
ble for resort, otel or
white lettered tires, 305 $1500. Call 753-1205.
94. Watch for
large & small. Call
radio, quilt top, old
753-0689
super home sites.
engine, A-1 condition,
753-1537.
ASSUMABLE. Comdishes, baskets &
Priced under/ $2000 per 5.m.
sign.
$3250. Also, '81 Yamaha 53. Services Offered
pletely
NEED work on your
remodeled 3/4 250 street
acre. Ternds available
books, 3 8 ft. post,
bike with 2 ALL
Ken Shcires Estates, BR- brick, gas/heat. helmets, electric start, work,type masonry trees? Topping, prun
misc. items.
block,
brick.
Also,
ing, shaping, complete
fireplace, garden rack &
7534531/
windshield, ask- concrete, driveways-,
spot. Only 84500 down. ing
$500. Must sell. Call sidewalks, patios, house removal and n'iore. Call
Coleman Real Estate
B OVER'S TREE
753-5159.
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
foundations. 25 years SERVICE for
753-9898.
Pro
experie
nce.
Fsee es- fessional. tree care.
f4. CUSTOM VVOODWORKING
BUY a duplex, live in An FORD
Saturday, Aug. 3.1985 at 10:00 A.M. at the hone of the
Granada, timates. Call Charles
late Mrs.
one
side
rent
the
753-0338.
other.
•
Hollie Paschall at 208 Woodland Ave. in Mur y„Ky. See
excellent conditi
auction
Get a lax break. Cole- $2800. Call 753-4921. on, Barnett 753-5476.
ODD job specialist,
signs at South 14th St.
APPLI
ANCE
man Real Estate 753- 1978
I xi,
'{,71 :‘,1
SOU° WOOD CABINETS &•
PONTIAC Trans SERVICE, Kenmore, ceiling fans, electrical,
Oak buffet, old wardrobe, large camel
9898.
RAISED PANEL DOORS•
k trunk, unusual small
Plumbing, fencing. You
Am, 54,000 actual miles, Westinghouse
Birch • Oak • Walnut • Chant,
,
trunk, hi back oak dresser, coffee mill, d picture frames
BY owner, 3 BR brick automatic
, small
with Ps. pb, Whirlpool. 23 years name it, I do it. You
OUNCASES • MANTLES • BOOKCAS
ES
ranch home. Peggy Ann power windows
lamp table, small desk. 2 nice lap spr ads, large lot of
KITCHEN. CABINET TOPS • VANITIES
, am-fm experience. Parts and buy, I install. You
quilts. lot
Dr. 2 baths, 2 car cassette..
break, I fix. Call 436 a CUSTOM BUILT FURNITURE & FURNITURE REF1NtSHING•
of lining & needle work, beaded purs .old dress band.harmani
Excell
ent
service. Bobby Hopper,
cas,
garage, stove & dish condition.
COMPETITIVE PRICES Oro.
BP
By 5 Soo Ow. Dispaoy
...
435-4597 after Bob's Appliance Ser- 2868
old bed pan;2-hice bedroom suits. iuch & chair, other odd
washer, central heat & 6p.m.
chairs.
•
•
vice,
202
S.
coffee & end tables, floor lamp_
5th
St.
air,
newly
painted. Low. 1079 280ZX 2 plus
le limps. black & white t.v..
1212 Main Murray, Ky. 753.5940 •
2 gold. BUSITiata 753-4572, 43640's. Call 759-1472 after very
electric fans, vacuum cleaner. .E. frost free refrigerator,
°II•
•o•kilt•
•
•
•
•
••••alagrO
•
good condition. 5848 (home).
elec•
.
.m.
for
appointment.
tric stove, chest type freez
Call 753-3583 or 753-0195.
chrome breakfast set, wringer
APPLIA
NCE
REPAIR
:
owner, 3 BR brick 1979
washer, metal cabinet.
MAZDA GLC Hat- Factory authorized for
ranch, central heat/JERRY
chblick, excellent con- Tappan. Kelvinator and
ATKIN
S & ASSOC
Glass: CarnvialVass yae.‘es, carhiyalslass tea. set,.
.
NO• .
••••••
air,. wb fireplace, gar.,
army ••42•11
press g14$Sii ,
••••••••
dition, 65,000. $1750.- Brown: Service en • gas
gia"si berrjr Set'.'old bow)(& pitcher set, press glass, old preser
age, deck, spacious lot.
Free
Estima
tes
ve
753-6870.
and electric- ranges,
(Formerly Atkins Gutter Service
Located 3.5 miles S. on
stand. 2-old cake start . Irish candle stick holders, signed
759-1983
plates.
121 in Fairview Acres 1980 OLDSMOBIL7 microwaves. dis& Circle A Fencing)
Hull pottery, old me1 platters. Shawnee pieces. mustache
cups.
Subd. $43,500. Call 753- Delta 88 Royale, ps, pb, hwasher s. re
NOW OFFERS A COMPLETE LINE OF
PAINTING= Paper
old china, set of
air,
tilt,
tery, stone mixing bowls, old mixing bowls.
frigerat
cruise.
ors.
etc.
Call
Earl
9706.
Aluminum & Vinyl Siding.
759-9336.
Lovett. 354-6956 or 753- hanging, commerical or
old vegetable bow s, depression pieces, buttermilk pitcher
BNJOY country living
, Rogers
Soffit & Trim Work,
residential, Free es5341.
Bros. 1847 1st 1 ve pattern, cast iron pieces, meat
in this 2 BR home on 1980
timates, References. 25
grinder. 410
Seamless Aluminum Guttering
OLDS Cutlass
Brothers &
3/4 acre lot. White Supreme
shotgun, hen 5f nest, costume jewelry, what not items,
years experience,
Renovator Insulated Replacement Windows
wash ketframe house with clean, , 350 V-8, extra Sons. Siding, gutters. Tremon Farris 759-1987
tle, straigh chairs. porch furniture, wheel barrow
Aluminum Carports & Patio Covers
extra sharp. Call roofs, replacement
, fruit jars.
pickett fence enclosing 436-5462.
feather be s. lawn mower, hand & garden tools, many
Aluminum Screen Room Enclosures
windows. 30 yrs. ex- ROBERTS and Walter
other items
front yard. New carpet,
Construction, Roofing,
not liste
FENCING
.wood or electric heat. 1981 LINCOLN Town perience. Free es- Remode
ling, General
car, excellent condition. timates. 150213624895.
Chain -Link'Split Rail•Farm•Privacy
Theq/at 12 noon, will sell a super sharp 1962. 283
Located
12
miles
from Phon
V-8, Impala
Carpentr
Call
y.
753-5771
e
753 - 7273
Financing Available Phone 753-8407
Murray
the Browns
Chev let, 4-door car that Mr.Paschall bought new has
bE,NNIS McClure con- ask for Mark.
51x)oc miles
Grove Ommunity. 8:30-4:30.
on i Auction conductedby Dan Miller Auction Service
struct
ion, roofing, ROOFING, Plumbing,
. Not responOnly $20,000. Call 435- 1981 OLDS Regency 98,
ble for accidents Sale held rain or shine. Lunch availab
air, tilt.- cruise, new painting, plumbing, in- Siding, Additions,
4354 after 6p.m.
le
terior
or exterior. Painting, General Car
1;XTRA nice 3 BR home tires, rebuilt transmisPhone 502-382-2689. Rt. pentry. P.A. Molony Co
with double carport & sion. Call 753-5995.
Kentucky Central Insurance Companies
753 - 8628 . Free
74 MONTE Carlo, 57. 1, Sedalia.
. storage area, large
patio, double concrete 000 actual miles, excel- leENCe.: sales at Sears Estimates.
OFFERING:
driveway, central air, lent condition. Brand now. Call Sears 753-2310 GENERAL maintenance,
Automobile
for
free
estimat
new
e
for
Michel
reit:sting,
ins,
painting
exetc.
20
storm door lk window.
Homeowners
yrs. experience. Free es
Recently redecorated. tremely clean. 753-9998 your needs.
Fire
timates. Call 474-2330.
Located near MSU. daytime only.
Life
Dishwasher, garbage FOR safe or trade. 1971
Irrigation Residential
•••Wedding
•Term
disposal, refrigerator, Dodge Dart. AC, PS.
CAMPBELL WELL
Photography
Universal Life
stove all included. Ask- AM-FM cassette, new
DRILLING
ing $45,000 will consider 360 motor, headers.
•Guaranted Issue
Mckenzie In
753-8298
owner financing. Call camshaft, dual exhaust
For Free Analysis & Quotes Senior Citizens
Call Collect
CARTER STUDIO
and radial tires. 753753-3807 or.753-8477.
901-352 3671 or
Cancer
408 South 12th Street
300
MAIN
SUITE
ST.,
B
901-352-5704
FOR sale by owner, 2 7161.
Saturday, Aug. 17th at 10:00 A.M. at the late Mr. Jay B. Futrell
Murray, Kentucky 42071
IRA s
Free Estimates
North
1
3rd
Entranc
e
GOOD
cheap
used
BR
cars.
house
with
large
lot.
Farm near Providence, Ky. Frerm Murray, Ky. take Highway 121
Rick's Vinyl Tops. 753Priced
to
sell,
$16,000.
South to New Hope Church Road. Go to Shoemaker Road. Turn
9872.
FIREWOOD for sale,
Call 753-5477.
left- 5th house on left. Watch for acution signs.
oak & hickory, $25 a rick
GREAT buy. 3 BR
Will sell a nice farm house with 75 acres of land. The house has
including delivery.
brick, 2 bath, garage. 50. Used Trucks
Also, tree trimming &
central heat/air, den
6 rooms & bath, full basement. Nice white oak & red Oak timber
Saturday, August 3-9:00 A.M.
with fireplace. 40's. 1974 FORD window van. cutting. Call 474-8009.
that hasn't been cut in several years.
Coleman Real Estate 6. cyc. stick shift. Call INSULATION blown in
2
Terms: 10(4 down selling price day of sale. Balance in 30 days with
miles "North" Northwest of Kirksey, KY on the
759-9512 or 753-0366.
753-9898.
by Sears. TVA ap
passing of deed.
Beach Road.
NEED to more. Price
proved. Save on those
82 Ford Van
Reduced HOUSE and
high heating and cool
From Murray, KY take Hwy. 121 West to Stella, turn north on
Action Cony
two lots. 3 BR, dining
ing bills. Call Sears
Hwy. 299. go /
1
2 mile past Kirksey to sign. From Mayfield and
room, kitchen, living
Brown Color
753-2310 for free
room and utility rqom. 2.
Double Heat & Air
estimate.
Benton, take Hwy. 80, turn south on 299 between Brewers and
storagebuildings, carLoaded 39,000 M.
JAMES tole Remodel
Hardin. We will be selling the estate of the late Mr. and Mrs. Corport, grape vines and
'11,590
ing & Painting. Call
las
S. Elkins. Their nice farm home is still furnished as they left
berries vines. Price
after 5p.m. 1502436
753 7761
$22,000. Phone 492-8492.
it some years ago. Nice, like-new pre-World War II furniture and
5405.
JUST listed through
collector items. Alsthe estate of their daughter Mrs. Eva Elkins
Kopperud Realty.
DAILY GOLD & SILVER PRICES
Ross of Murray will' be selling at Same location. :
Friday, August 16, 1985 at 10:00 A.M.
several quality 3 BR
Gold
homes, both in the city
Silver
N we electric range and refrigerator, like new frost free, upright home
2 nice large building and app. 10 acres of farm land to be sold
& in the county. Priced
Closed
Closed
freezer, large lot of small appliances, table lamps. floor lamps, hanging
to the highest bidder. Located in Coldwater, Ky. on highway*
121.
in the 30's & 40's. Phone
lamps. antique "Gone With The Wind" lamp with original globe. amber
Yesterday 328.50
Yesterday
6 37
One large building was used to clean up cars. Has 2 paint rooms
us for more details on
Aladdin lamp with glass shade extra nice couch and chair, recliner and
Opened
Opened
on large lot.
these quality homes
ottoman
. velvet arm chairs, lots of odd chairs. 2antique walnut chairs with
Today
328.00
Today
753-1222.
6.31
Building 02: A 2 bay service station on large lot. Both buildin
gs
a W'almit-marbie top center table that is extra nice, nice hide-a-bed couch*
NEAR Hardin, 3 BR, 11
Down
.50
Down
.06
has large air compressors and water wells.
set of extra nice dining chairs With needlepoint bottoms. nice mantle clock,
bath, brick, 2 car at,
Compliments of:
Friday, August 16th at 2 P.M. From Murray, Ky. take 94
real old and extra nice Grandfather clock in nice walnut case that runs and
East
tached garage, 15x24
GOLD & SILVER CUSTOM JEWELERS
to Duncan's Market, take higway 732 to Center Ridge Subdivi
.alrikes good and is a calendar clock, antique high poster-cherry bed
swimming pool, central
sion
with .
713 S. 12th Murray, Ky. 42071
to sale site see signs.
matching chest and dresser, other antique bedroom suite, antique oak
heat & air on 71.2
bed
753 7113
acres, S53,500. P-hone
with matchUig dresser, other beds. Jenny Linn day bed,spindle back rocker,
Will sell a newely redocated 3 bedroom split level house with
2
W,- buy Gold
Silver
Diamond
A
s
Gingerw
ood
slippery
Realty
oc
ker.
502
sewing rocker. 2 hickory cane back rockers, set of cane botbaths, utility room, kitchen and living room with fireplace and
HOW'S' 10 B Doily. 12 5 Sunday
a
362-8948.
tom,straight chairs, oak porch set.,porch glider lots more.. Duncan
sun deck and 3 large lots. Terms 10e'r down selling price day of
Phyfe
PRICE reduced 120,006
table, chairs and buffet, extra-nice cherry drop leaf gate leg table, antique
sale, balance in 30 days with passing of deed.
on this quality 3 BR
wootibreak fast iset. several antique center tables in cherry, walnut
and
home situated on 75
AUCTION
mahognay. 2 fanicy library tables, oak dressing table. desk, small drop
leaf
acres southwest of
gate
leg
center table, nice coffee and end tables, cedar chest, handmade
Sat., Aug. 3, 1985 10 a.m
town, several barns &
china cabinet with pinewood original finish, nice antique kitchen cabinet,
Real Estate
out buildings on profoot locker, utility cabinet, old ('hest. This is only part of the furnitur
perty & good productive
e.'Nice
acre lot. more or less, on the Bazzell Cemetery tit, •
fancy quilts, lots of linens. extra nice pictures. extra large lot of nice fancy
farm land. Offered now
in C'allraCay- County: 11 miles south of Mrlyfierrt...ky
Mr. & Mrs. Kenneth Roach - Sellers
picture
frames,
a large lot of fine nil glass, press cut, lead efirstal. fine
at S95,000. Phone KOP
miles north ot Murray . K3...2 • unto .southwe-st oi
erehecTstern cry:4-tal, one set of etched India Tree pattern by Duncan
perud Realty 753 1222
flay near ('old% ater Community 3 tilt brick hon
and
for all details.
Miller. Large lot of fine china, old stoneware, trinkets of all kinds, lots of
ith kitchen. den. utility room Homo has an attach,•i
v.°often deck. I oUtbuilding. electric heat
good collector pieces, old cast iron muffin pans and skillets, other cast
PRICE reduced again
woo.,
iron
stove & windoa.air conditioner
on this brick home & 5
items, split hickory picnic basket,lots of.wicker baskets and other items,
OWNERS Mr .6/ %In. I tall? ;:tev. rit
acres located 11/2
extra large lot of nice kitchen ware and cooking utensils from both homes.
They helve relocated .to
TN tor job ptirpos.
miles from town. Inno dirty Worn. out junk in this sale. It is either good or antique. VP* will
Saturday August 10, 1985 at 10:00 A.M. for.Mrs. Nomie
start
This is pot an appraisal sale. they a ant Ic, sell proprz t
Miller
cludes large workshop
the-sale-with a building filled with the cleanest, nicest carpentry and
at 1315 Poplar Street in Murray Ky.
so
hand
they
can
purchase
a
home
in
Paris.
TN:
building, stable & fen•
tools
I
have
seen
in an 'auction. Don't miss this good sale.
.
• l'roperty may be seen by co acting selling nem%
A nice 2 bedroom duplex with outside storage in good
ced area for horses.
State of
For information on sale and your auction needs, call
TERMS
SALE S2.000 down day 01 sale. casflrepair.
Offered at $33,000. Owbalance with deed within 30 days
•
ner says make offer.
Terms: 10% down se• lling price day of sale: Balanc in
e
30 clays
Phone
*Col. Paul Wilkerson & Sorts
Kopperu
d
Realty
With passing of deed.
7531722.
Reel Estate lli Auction ,
1502)435 4128 Lynn Grbve. kv
PRIVACY. 3172 acres, 0.
Lowes Ity 674 5659 lresiesed on I( v
in
My service costs a little but it pays off for you in the end
Fresildes-.7 Willisimen Stoker g Sac 674 5580.3 mile's west. 3 BR order ,.
Dele'Rey Weft &Meer IL Slur 674 51154
house completely reEverything sold where u. as is. Not responsible foi accidents
Our SeRVICE dom.! coil !AS
done. Rustic. 30's.. Coleman Real Estate 7539898.

5 Party
Yard Sale

YARD SALE
Saturday
Aug. 3rd
1 mile off
121 North on
City Landfill
Road. Watch
for signs.

6 Party
Yard Sale

Garage
Sale

TWO
YARD SALES

3 Party
Yard Sale

Sat., Aug. 3
8 Until ?
1704 Mai'n'
Street

KOPPERUD_ Realty
offers and excellent
selection of quality
homes with over 200
properties -currently offered for sale. For all
your Real Estate needs
phone 753-1222, or visit
our office at 711 Main.

1978 CHEVY 4x4, amfm radio, new aTheels.
automatic transmission. Good local truck.
Call 753:2529-aftef5p.m.
NICE 1980 FORD
_Courier pickup, $2250.
Also, 1957 Chev. $850.
Call 489-2595.

FARM
LUMBER

BAILEY'S
FARM
LUMBER
SUPPLY

Oriunrs

ESTATE AUCTION/

BAILEY
CARPET
CLEANING

BY

Et

nYARS

Dan Miller - Auctioneer
Liscensed & Bonded in Ky. & Tenn. #1281
Terry Paschall - Auctioneer
Darrel Beane- App. Auctioneer

Hopkins Insurance Agency

Call
Dr. Tom Hopkins
(502)753-6202

Absolute
Real Estate Auction

BIG AUCTION SALE

Shroat-Waldrop Realtor
Pete Waldrop, Broker, 759-1707
Dan Miller - Auctioneer, 435-4144
Real Estate Auction

Shroat-Waldrop- Realtor
Pete Waldrop - Broaker 759-1707
Dan Miller- Auctionneer 435-4144
Real Estate &
Personal Property Auction

Otto Chester's Auction Setvice

Shroat-Waldrop Realtor
Pete Waldrop Broker 759-1707
Dan Miller- Auctioneer 435-4144
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Bel-Air Decor
South 12th St.
Murray, Ky.

Kentucky News In Brief
PIKEVILLE, Ky. Al
— Three people have
been charged in connection with two raids of
fields in Pike County that netted more than a
$500,000 worth of marijuana, state police said.
Willie Steil, 55. of Freeburn, and his son,
Robert Steil, 26. vere charged with cultivating
marijuana after state police discovered 559
marijuana plants near their home Tuesday
night. Tholhants were valued at $500,000. state police
at Pikeville said.
Earlier on Tuesday. police found 84 plants
valued at Z70,000 at another Freeburn residence.
Jeffrey Layne, 277, ,was charged with
,
7-MtiVatinginarijUana,'Stale. police- gaid.
All three were taken to the Pike County jail.

shot, went in and found 'son standing over the
body with a gun..
[son was arrested, but the gun belonged to
Smitp and a witness said lson had been
elsewhere at the time. Charges against lson
were dropped. and Smith was indicted by a
Laurel County grand jury in February 1984.
————
"LEXINGTON-, Ky. ( AP I — The U.S Senate ,on
Wednesday confirmed Kentucky native John T.
Niles as the U.S. ambassador to Canada.
'
Niles has been a career foreign service officer
and is the son of the late John Jacob Niles, a folk
singer and poet. He grew up in Lexington.
-.Niles was nominated in early July by the'president. He has been deputy assistant sectietary for
European and Canadian affairs since 1981.
He is expected to assume his duties in Canada
in early September.
—— —
LOUISVILLE. Ky. ( AP — The U.S. House of
Representatives gave final approval for money
to continue work on the Cumberland Gap Tunnel
project. U.S. Rep. Harold Rogers, R-Ky., said.
Rogers said the House voted Wednesday to approve the 1986 appropriations bill for the U.S.
Department of Interior, which includes $10.3
million for work on the tunnel next year.
"With this approval by the House. we only
need to get Senate approval to ensure that the
project will stay on schedule next year." Rogers
said through a spokesman in Washington.
"Tonight's vote is a clear message that Congress
wants the tunnel built, and built now.

LONDON, Ky. ( AP — Hubert Lee Smith of
London was convicted of a 1977 rape and murder
in which he had implicated another Laurel Countian nearly two years a-ge.—
The jury on Wednesday recomnhended prison
sentences of life for the murder and 20 years for
the rape. Laurel Circuit Judge Lewis Hopper Jr.
scheduled sentencing for Aug. 23.
Smith was accused in the rape and fatal
shooting of 19-year-old Nancy McDonald Allen.
which occurred July 1. 1977 at her home in Cold
Hill near London.
In October 1983. while in prison on other
charges. he had offered police information about
the 1977 crime that implicated Eugene !son Jr.
Smith said he and lson went to-the woman's
home and Ison went in alone. He said he heard a

Solid Oak Unfinished Tables

1 5995
95
42" Round 2-10" leaves—$289
42" Round—s

48" ROune 2-10"--feaves—$29995

$32spoo

54" Round 2-10" leaves—

Paint & Wallpaper Sale

Prices Good 08-01-85
Thru 08-07-85

0-E4.1

//
11. Oil

With $3i3.00 or More
Additional Purchase
Excluding Dairy & Tobacco
'r.ducts & Drinks
n S.

Hyde Park Sweet

Folgets

17

et

COFFEE

160z.2/89

C

Chase & Sanborn

aa°
1>*%

With $15.00 Or Mor
Additional Purchase
Excluding Dairy &
Tobacco Products
& Dunks On Special

With $15.00 or More
Additional Purchase
Excluding Dairy & Tobacco
Products & Drinks
On Special

Heinz Tometo,
Texsun Pink U.S. Grapefruit
32 Oz.

N%1/4

\
. \N

Lb

Bag

Jiffy

5310s
•
_OA*awl

JUICE
GATORADE

Kraft 1000 Island

Hyde Park Tomato

$ 1 69

11111

KETCHUP

-PEAS
cL 2/89°
TOMATOES
4
SAUCE 75 Oz. 2/89°
COFFEE
$219
CAKE MIX8023/$1"
Hyde Park Whole

,'Lt

1

16 Oz

.119
MUSHROOMS4y2 oz $

(;,ormrcl

3/$ I oo -2is 1

55(

LIMA BEANS
Green Giant Sliced

Al Mao With $45.00
Or Mon Additional Purchase Excluding Dairy &
,Tobacco Products
a On $

OWELS

We Accept
Food Stamps

Hyde Park

We Reserve The Right
To Limit Quantities

Jill lb°

$1000
Per Double Roll

Open Mon.-Thurs. 8-7
Fri. and Sat. 8-8

1407 West Main
753-4682

COW3011V-43
3E114:pc>

4p,

Wallpaper $500
$600
$800

Prof. Latex *6"
Quick & Easy $960
Vinyl Latex $1185
Deluxe Wall Trim $1585

46 Oz

Gold Medal Plain or
Self Rising

$1 19

FLOUR
99°
DR. PEPPER, DIET DR. PEPPER,
5 Lb

DRESSING
DIET PEPSI, 7 UP,990
79° PEPSI,
DIET 7 UP76
MIRACLE WHIP320,
TOMATO JUICE
79° ICE CREAM.,
SAUSAGE
2/89° PORK & BEANS170,3/89°
PATTIES 2/99°
CHICKEN
COCA COLA, DIET COKE,
00
79°
2/89° TAB, SPRITE 16
TUNA
z.69
COUNTRY
LIQUID
$ 169
RIBEYE
ROUND
FRYERS
HAMS
STEAK
STEAK
MILK
$ 169
49°
$ 1 59
MILK
$ 197
Oz

raft

16K

32 Oz.

Oz. 8 Pk. Limit 3

Hyde Park

Plus dep.

Sealtest All Flavors

Hormel Vienna

46 Oz

Gal $
219

Van Camp

Okray Hash Brown

50,

Sweet Sue Boned

12 Oz

ELake

5 Oz.

Chicken of the Sea

_

G
L
GREEN
ibby
li
Cut
BEANS 16 Oz

Oz. 8 Pk. Limit 3 I:,a:
Plus Dep.
,

6`'/2

Ivory Dishwashing

LI S 1) 4 (;.,.h

.'l

Harpers Whols.

Ii S

U.S. Choice
Boneless

Choi(

Whoie

32 Oz.

Flay-O-Rich Low fat

Limit 3 Please.

Gal.

$ 13
9

Hyde Park Whole Vitamin D

I

$
3
9
9

.19 I I

Gal

Olecialo

PRODUCE 4froiaikr
Stwi4 Whit,“

MUSHROOMS
tIr

BANANAS
BROCCOLI

f #01(1

I/Vhoic

A

89° HAMS $219 $239
29° WEINERS
99°
89
99
BOLOGNA
0 BACON
1 79
Field's 12 ar Garlic Beef
Or Thick

Owens Best Boneless
Pit Baked

$329

HAM

Lb

Owens Best Deli Baked

$329

HAM

It

Owens Hest 1111(1

BEEF

$298

Baby Swiss

I

CABBAGE
New Cusp

Fteht s tins

ti,ekvil

CHEESE

$329

Emge Amen,

CHEESE

$239

()wens B --.t B130

POTATOES

HAM

$289 ClICKEN

$ 1 89
'

•-•••
•

7

I •'

.•

•

Pt
'Ps

5'
19

pig

!00

9°

is dep.

)19

9°

s Dep.

•9

.9

•
•

8

•9

r9

:9
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